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The Oxford dictionary definition of the verb ‘retire’ is ‘to leave office
or employment, especially because of age’. This doesn’t say very much
about what retirement actually means for anyone today.

Look at retirement one way and it involves having an extra 2,000 hours a year to
fill. Put in perspective the change in retirement over recent generations means a
whopping 40,000 or even 60,000 extra hours to fill in what is effectively a whole new
slice of life. Thanks to the age dividend which has seen European life expectancy
stretch by 30 years for men and 40 for women over the previous century, the years
following the exit from work can last as long as a traditional career.
Naturally you want to make the most of this precious gift of time to enjoy a third age
which is as good as it possibly can be. Yet although there is plenty of advice around
about financial planning to make provision for later years, there is a yawning gap
when it comes to preparing for the start of this new chapter of life. The sheer pace
of working life where retirement may be given little more thought than an annual
holiday is one factor and the retirement illusion – where the advertising industry love
to portray retirement as one long happily-ever-after walk along a sunny beach or a
permanent scenic walk in the mountains – is another.
That gap is exactly what this guide sets out to fill by looking at what to expect from
this major life transition, by considering the practical and psychological aspects of
retirement and facilitating the realisation of your own special dreams for retirement.
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Perhaps we need a new word for this dynamic modern retirement, to replace the
outdated cardigan and slippers connotations of retreat from the affairs of the world.
And we have one:

During a career, much of your mental circuitry is devoted
to the job. Entering a fresh phase of life frees up time and
energy to realise your dreams and be who you really want
to be. To make changes and discover your potential in this
new stage involves adapting your circuitry to new ways of
thinking and being.
It means Rewirement – something which we now know,
thanks to neuroscience, we are capable of throughout our
lives – not retiring.
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WHAT ARE THE SECRETS FOR A FULFILLING RETIREMENT?

Research has found that the following are the key
factors:
1. Having a positive attitude
2. Being purposefully active
3. Giving back – volunteering
4. Learning and growing
5. Connectedness –- having emotionally supportive
relationships
6. Having a shared* retirement plan with your partner
which covers both financial and lifestyle aspects
7. Proactively maintaining both physical and
psychological health
8. Having a secure, safe and comfortable place to stay
9. Receiving both financial and non-financial preretirement advice
10. Having fun

*Sharing your plan with your spouse or partner is fundamental for a
fulfilling retirement and we will keep reminding you about this.

Retirement is one of the biggest changes in our lives and like any other change such as
moving job or house, it needs to be planned. This guide looks at the major challenges
and pitfalls of retirement, provides guidelines for compiling your shared retirement
plan and introduces ideas to help you achieve the kind of Rewirement you want.
6

The guide covers the six stages of retirement and there is a model based on the Wheel
of Life (see below) to help you build your shared retirement plan stage by stage dealing
with the following:
1.

Personal fulfilment and growth-purposeful activities including a second career,
contributing and belonging.

2.

Maintaining and managing relationships.

3.

Actively maintaining both physical and psychological health – putting old on hold.

4.

Sorting your stuff – wills, personal details, de-cluttering.

5.

A safe and comfortable place to stay-move or stay put.

6.

Making ends meet – how to live comfortably on less.

This will give you the information and tools to plan for your retirement so that you can
bridge the gap to new horizons for this very exciting and challenging third stage of
your life.

THE WHEEL OF LIFE
It’s easy to get embroiled in projects and lose sight of more important
things in life. This leads to a lack of balance causing stress and
frustration. The Wheel of Life helps you get a quick snapshot of
how balanced your life is and where you need to redirect your focus
when compiling your shared retirement plan. The segments on
Purposeful Activity, Personal Growth and Fun and Recreation will
form the core Rewirement elements of your plan.
Take some quiet time to reflect on your life as it relates to the sections of the wheel. It
might be a good idea to do this separately and then compare with your spouse. Now
score yourself from 1-10 on each of the spokes of the wheel. Join the points to form a
wheel. How balanced does your wheel look? This will give you an idea of which areas
will need attention in your life plan. Now plot your ideal score for each section. This
does not necessarily have to be a full 10 but it should be reasonably in balance with the
other sections. Now you have a picture of where your life is and an idea of where you
would like it to be once you retire.
7

At the heart of your life are your values, things which you hold dear and which inform
your behaviour and hopes. They are the guiding light as you find your way through
life. Typical values might be honesty, integrity, and kindness to others or trying to do
your best. Acting in tune with your values feels right, but when you go against them,
the ride can feel very bumpy!
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We have taken the elements of the Wheel of Life and put them into a model for your
shared retirement plan as illustrated here.
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This model which looks a bit like a daisy is designed to help you plan different aspects
of your life. Based on the ancient mandala or circle which symbolises wholeness
and completion, each petal deals with the elements that make up the Wheel of Life:
health, relationships and so on. Chunking down in this way makes it easier to build
a comprehensive plan step by step. This will form the framework of your shared
retirement plan and the guide will take you through each of the elements to the last
chapter which is about making it happen.

A plan can be a complex thing, but we will guide you towards a simple and
effective one-page plan.
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Try out this quiz
It will give an idea of where you may need to focus your planning
for retirement. It will also give you an idea of what this guide is
going to cover. Don’t worry if you get a lot of ‘No’s, you will do
much better once you have worked through the guide. Perhaps
come back and try it again later.

?

ARE YOU READY TO RETIRE?
Planning early helps achieve a smooth transition. This quiz will help you find out
how ready you are and where you may need to give attention to your plans.
The following are some of the elements essential to a fulfilling retirement. See how well
you are preparing for retirement. Be truthful!!!
Decision to retire

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Have you had enough and want to retire?
Are you considering a transition period of working part time?
Are you really excited about this major change in your life?
Are you retiring by your own choice?
Purposeful activities
Have you researched what you intend to do with the extra 2000hrs/year
you will have?
Have you found something totally inspiring and rewarding to do that
matches your skills and needs?
Do you have activities outside of your work that make you feel valuable?
Do you feel that your self-identity is determined by your work?
Personal growth
Do you intend further exploring something you have had an interest in?
Fun and recreation
Do you participate in activities that bring you into contact with people
outside of your work?
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Relationships

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Do you have close friends outside of your work environment?
Have you decided on possibly exchanging roles with your spouse/
partner?
Have you agreed on times and spaces where you will be separate?
A place to stay
Can you afford to continue living where you are?
Have you a plan to carry out all major maintenance items to your home
whilst you can afford them?
Have you considered making your home energy efficient to reduce
costs?
Mental and physical health
Are you in good physical health?
Are you following a health plan including diet and exercise?
Do you have regular medical check-ups?
Are you positive about life and the future that retirement holds?
Sorting your stuff
Is your will up to date?
Have you signed a Living Will?
Does your family know where all your important documents are?
Have you a plan to de-clutter and get rid of surplus possessions?
Money
Have you received independent financial advice?
Have you had an estimate of your potential income?
Will you be able to maintain a good standard of living on this income?
Have you compiled a joint retirement budget?
Have you a plan to get rid of your mortgage and other major debt?
Will you be financially independent?
Have you had a trial run to see if you can live comfortably on your
retirement budget?
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Your plan

Yes

No

Yes

No

Have you compiled a joint plan for your ideal retirement?
Have you set written goals for what you want to achieve?
Can you visualise what your retirement will look like?
Bonus scores
Have you and your spouse/partner discussed all aspects of your plans
for retirement?
Have you received pre-retirement advice on the non-financial aspects?
TOTALS

How well are you doing?
25 or more yes
responses

You are on the right
track-have a look at
your no responses.

15-24 yes
responses

You are getting there,
but probably need to
get advice.

15 and less yes
responses

You need to give
serious attention to
preparing for this
major life change.
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Here’s what Liam did
CASE STUDY:

LIAM KENNY

Retirement? I found it monotonous and boring.’
That’s Liam Kenny describing the early days of his
retirement after he hung up his ladder and handed
over his roof contracting business to his son.
But that was before Liam got involved with Dominic’s
Active Men’s Social (DAMS). Four years ago Liam,
from Tallaght, who is married with four children and
ten grandchildren, was asked to help with setting up
DAMS which is affiliated to Active Retirement Ireland.
He became DAMS’ secretary.

‘Now I am busy, busy all the time’, says Liam. DAMS turns the joke that ‘the problem
with retirement is that you never get a day off’ on its head. ‘We offer a choice of
activities. The idea was to have a social club which was into education and literally about
going out and having a bit of craic. DAMS’ list of options for their 39 members includes
pitch and putt, computer training, walks, a games night, digital photography and
group meetings. Mondays are dedicated to a once-a-month outing. Among DAMS’
interesting destinations have been trips to Jameson & Bushmills Distillers, Dáil Eireann,
Kilmainham Gaol and next March (2016) to Haulbowline Island, County Cork, for a
two-night over-stay in Cobh. All of this involved a considerable amount of organisation
by Terry Leyden the excursions organiser and other officers. The club got the ETB
(Education Training Board) involved in offering courses like Restorative Practices which
teaches conflict resolution; useful in all kinds of situations where differences of opinion
arise from families to community matters. DAMS were also fortunate in obtaining a hall
at St Dominic’s National School from school principal Seamus Vaughan with the backing
of the parish priest Father Larry Collins both of whom have been of immense help to the
retired men in the area. Also the Local Authority, South Dublin County Council, helped
with moral support and some grant aid towards the purchase of sporting equipment.
Computers were always a big interest for Liam. In early retirement he found he was
spending a lot of time sitting at his computer, not the best thing for his health, he
acknowledges. ’I needed to get out and about.’ Now he teaches computer skills to
DAMS members and he has seen the effectiveness of the club develop in the way that
men who once might have spent their time in front of the TV, now have the option to
do something else every day.
13
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Transition
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Just to put things in perspective, retirement is relatively new and the
kind of retirement we experience today even newer. Until recently
‘coffin retirement’ was common, people worked till they dropped off
their perches or died shortly after collecting that proverbial gold watch.

Now life stages have altered, we spend a longer time in education and a shorter time
working, while retirement is like another career, stretching for 25-30 years and the gain
in increased longevity is matched by increased health and fitness. The stereotypes
of what it means to be retired and to be older no longer fit reality. Pensionable age is
being raised, while mandatory retirement age and the whole notion of retirement with
its connotations of retreat from life, is increasingly being questioned.

INNER JOURNEY
When you quit a full time career there is precious little to guide you through the
transition to this new stage. Change is the practical external stuff, transition is the inner
journey. During transition, you are pulled in two different directions: drawn back to
familiar patterns and at the same time trying to strike out in a new direction. We are
creatures of habit, developing holding patterns that are hard to extinguish. Think how
tricky it is to get accustomed to driving on the other side of the road when overseas. The
rebound or elastic band principle can come into effect, like the guy who simply couldn’t
handle being home 24/7 and hired himself an office so he could ‘go to the office’.
The thing about retirement is that it isn’t an ending, but rather whole new beginning.
But the tricky part about making the transition is recognising that in order to have
a beginning you have to have an ending. And it is easy to bustle into making the
practical changes, moving house, starting a new hobby or studying while failing to let
go of your internal ties to your old identity.
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Letting go can be hard to do and it takes time, but the more you can create a
compelling future to look forward to, the more you can move on from the past and
avoid becoming a ‘when I’, full of regret that the best days are over. ‘What do you do?’
is a conversation opener and usually the answer has to do with occupation: computer
programmer, doctor, manager, that kind of thing. But how are you going to answer
that question when you retire? A big part of identity during a career involves your role
at work, but when you take away that convenient label how do you replace it? When
you say for instance, ‘I am a retired pilot’, the conversation will very likely lead back to
the past and what you did in the past rather than moving forward to the future.
And the future in retirement these days looks brilliant compared to its old static
image several generations ago. It’s like a whole new career – it can be a new career
if that’s what you want. The thing about this fresh stretch of life is that it is full of
possibilities about who you can be – rather than what you used to do. Exciting but
also challenging: where before things ran along the train tracks of school, college
and career, now you have to find your own way as you develop other aspects of your
identity. When you are negotiating the tricky waters of transition it’s helpful to have
something exciting to draw you forward. Going for a walk is a good analogy, where
you have a destination like an intriguing landmark to aim for in the distance, your route
may not be very clear but at least you have a vision of where you want to be.
Visioning is an important part of the process of adjustment,
imagining futures to see how they fit with what you want from this
next chapter of life. And people do have different views about the
kind of approach they want: among them those who want to ‘sit
back and smell the roses’ and enjoy their leisure, ‘fresh challenge’
folk who are itching to start something new be it a business or a degree, the ‘a
bit more of the same’ types who want to continue using their expertise maybe as
consultants and ‘adventurers’ in search of excitement travel and fresh experiences.
Which category describes you best?
Experimenting at this stage feels a bit like being a teenager all over again, but it’s
worth spending time in the adjustment phase rather than making a hasty choice like
the guy who dreamt of having an apple farm, not realising that orchards can take years
before a return can be expected and that they involve far more work than merely
harvesting a rosy crop.
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THE SIX STAGES OF RETIREMENT
Retirement isn’t a one-off event, but a process of on-going adjustment with six
recognised stages:
1.

Anticipation/anxiety: beginning to look forward to retirement and building
your nest egg (you may not be paying attention to the non-financial aspects of
retirement). You could also be dreading this event.

2.

The ‘Big Day’: with all the handshakes and celebrations.

3.

The honeymoon phase: this seems like one long holiday, (you may not have
started planning some kind of purposeful activity or you may spend too much
money or alternatively become isolated).

4.

Disillusionment: otherwise known as the Something is Missing Syndrome (SMS)
which hits anywhere from six months to a couple of years into retirement. The
novelty has worn off and you may feel bored, lonely and find that hobbies are not
so satisfying when you have all day to do them. This is the point where it is easy to
slip into depression which can affect up to 40% of retirees.

5.

Renewal: you start to deal with the realities of retirement and begin building a new
identity (watch out for making a few false starts and realise that you need to be
clear about what you want).

6.

Rewirement: re-orientation and forging a new identity. You are now living a life of
purpose.

IS RETIRMENT JUST A WALK ON THE BEACH?
Retirement tends to be represented like the ending of a fairy story
where you stroll off along that sunny beach and live happily ever after.
But it is one of the top ten most stressful life changes, especially for
those who have been seriously invested in their jobs. There are no
warnings about the impact that retirement can have: for some it can result in depression,
health and marriage problems and there is a growing body of evidence that people who
are engaged in a purposeful activity or continue to work part time have better mental and
physical health.
The process of transition is like a journey with many decisions to be taken about the
route that will get you where you want to be. And this guide is designed to help you
get there.
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Here’s what Gerry did
CASE STUDY:

GERRY KEANE

Gerry Keane from Santry, Dublin, made a critical
decision several years before he retired from the Civil
Service. He needed a plan. Gerry, who is married to
Lorraine with two grown-up children and a year-old
grandson, was determined to start some new activities
before he retired. Others might say they were going to
do X, Y or Z on retirement, he had noticed, but when
the time came they didn’t do anything.

In love with foreign languages, Gerry had been
learning French for years, so as part of his plan he began learning Spanish as well.
‘I set out to do things that interested me. When you study a language you are on a
journey with no end’, says Gerry. ‘You are constantly learning and you get interested
in the country and its history.’
Languages have been one of the keys to a satisfying retirement for Gerry. As well as
weekly meetings with a French/Irish group and a Spanish/Irish exchange he studies,
watches French and Spanish TV channels, and his growing fluency has opened the
door to new travel adventures like his dream of walking the Camino de Santiago de
Compostela. Since retiring he has walked the pilgrimage route through Northern
Spain in stages for ten days each year. ‘This year I finally arrived in Santiago which
was a wonderful experience. I have made friends on the Camino and also through
French and Spanish.’ Being able to speak both languages has transformed holiday
trips to destinations like Barcelona, Paris or Grenada. ‘You no longer feel that you are a
stranger on the outside looking in’ enthuses Gerry.
Another part of Gerry’s retirement plan was to try something else he had always
wanted to do. His family made his wish come true by giving him a guitar as a
retirement present. Now, having taken lessons, he plays every day and links up
with friends for sessions. Walking the Camino was an incentive to keep fit, now that
Gerry has more time he goes to the local gym three times a week in winter and jogs
and walks in summer. Free public transport for over 65s is an opportunity not to be
missed as far as Gerry is concerned and he and Lorraine often head off for day trips or
overnight stays to places like Cork or Kilkenny.
Now five years into his retirement action plan Gerry says, ‘I haven’t been bored for five
minutes and time has become more valuable to me than anything!’
18
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While still at work in your career, it is hard to imagine retirement. You
may have experienced a strong push to leave work and looked forward
to having time to yourself. The funny thing is that after you have had
the holiday of a lifetime, played golf, gardened, done the DIY, six
months to a year later, reaction may kick in and you get
SMS – SOMETHING’S MISSING SYNDROME.

The things that are missing are the very things that work supplied no matter how much
you looked forward to retiring.
• Social loss (being with people).
• Psychological loss (boredom, lack of stimulation, loneliness).
These come out tops as the main drawbacks of retirement. A sense of identity, selfworth, status and a sense of purpose are just some of the other things you might
miss. You don’t have to do anything when you stop working, but you actually need to
do something. A life of leisure can lose its attraction without the contrast of work or
purposeful activity.
You expect to be happy in retirement. But, happiness isn’t a destination, it’s a byproduct of doing the things you do that bring you satisfaction, enjoyment or offer
challenges. The kind of things that meet your needs (and this doesn’t mean being
‘needy’) are the need for things like recognition, being well regarded, leadership,
to learn, to have fun or to achieve all of which were previously met by your work or
leisure activities. If your needs aren’t being met, you are likely to feel dissatisfied or to
experience a sense of alienation.
In a nutshell, you want life to be fulfilling. Fulfilment is the state of fully expressing
who you are and doing what is right for you where you have a sense of rightness and
harmony.
20

FINDING YOUR
FUTURE
So what is the answer?
The recipe is simple – you find
new ways to meet your needs
and to look at the way these
may fit and be combined in
some instances with those of
your partner.

Many of the difficulties in retirement stem
from unilateral plans where one partner
(usually the husband), rushes into a grand
scheme, like building a yacht to sail around
the world, only to find out that the better
half has other ideas. Make sure that you and
your partner develop a shared retirement
plan. If you are single, share your ideas with
a friend or mentor

What exactly does ‘meeting your needs’ mean? In a nutshell it is about recognising
the things that give you a kick, bring satisfaction, or that all too elusive feel-good factor
that certain things you do at work or at leisure give you. It’s different for everyone:
for a nurse or a human resources manager it might be the need to work with people;
for a manager it might be the ability to motivate others; for a writer the ability to
harness imagination and words to bring fiction to life. Usually there are numbers of
different things in and out of the workplace that meet your particular needs and it is by
recognising what these are that you find your clues to a promising future.
After retirement you need new ways to find those intrinsic (inner) and external rewards
and the great thing is that you are now free to construct your own scenario for doing
so. Having your needs met is one of the keys to having a satisfying life and contented
relationships for that matter too. It might be through any or all of the core elements of
Rewirement; purposeful activity, personal growth, fun and recreation.
You may need to do this through a basket of activities and the following three are the
Rewirement core of your retirement plan.
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1. Purposeful activity
A purposeful activity is where you produce or
achieve something or provide a service either for
financial reward or on a voluntary basis.
Being involved in purposeful activity – something bigger than everyday activities
where there is an end result or a service – sorry golf doesn’t count, it’s a leisure pursuit
– for five hours minimum a week is key.
Think about aspects of your work or leisure that are really satisfying or enjoyable –
what needs are those answering? You need a purpose that fires your imagination,
motivates you and hopefully involves your passion. It’s easy to drift into keeping busy
for the sake of being busy, to fall into the duty trap and do all the things you ought to
do (not much fun), or to drive your other half mad by trying to take over some of their
stuff, or do nothing while they are as busy as the proverbial blue fly.
2. Personal growth
Personal growth is an important slice in the Wheel of Life. It means
being able develop in ways you want, including enhancing the quality
of your life, developing new skills, increasing earning power or
deepening knowledge. It’s a way to bring a bit more of the sunshine
of contentment and sense of accomplishment into your life. It is very much easier to
achieve that growth if you know what you want, why you want it and how you are going
to get there. If you turn what you want into a goal, you are much more likely to succeed.
Perhaps you don’t yet know exactly what you want and are experiencing a sense that
something is missing (SMS). For example you realise that you miss being with people
and that you are a bit bored and you set out to discover a way to meet those needs
for social contact and new challenge. So you begin by exploring, perhaps it might
be something that has interested you but you haven’t had time to experience, like
painting; perhaps it might be involve nature, bird watching or hill walking; perhaps
you might build on an existing skill like cooking or train in ways that equip you to offer
a service or help others. It may be the time to get technologically savvy, even if you
just learn how to use email and Facebook to stay in contact with family and friends.
And, when you find something that you really enjoy that brings you in touch with likeminded folk or that ignites your passion, you can start growing.
22

3. Fun and recreation
It might seem counter intuitive to remind you to build fun into this
new stage of life, but workaholism can seriously affect your psyche.
It’s surprising how many people admit that they feel guilty and have
difficulty taking time just to relax and read during the day. How do
you override that work ethic? Give yourself permission to take time out, even make an
appointment with yourself to do something you enjoy.
And what about those unrealised promises to yourself -as in I have always wanted to
do X one day? The hardest part can be getting started and taking a course is a great
way to get motivated, gain confidence and meet like-minded people, whether it is to
learn a language or play Bridge.
Some of the most rewarding fun involves a ‘growing edge’ – things that open up new
intellectual, physical and aesthetic experiences. Add the stimulation of being with
other people and you have a winning combination. The great thing about this time of
life is that you have the time to experiment and find things that really give you that feelgood factor. The Wheel of Life is a tool to help you identify different aspects of your life
and your shared life plan with your partner where you can identify shortcomings and
set goals to improve the situation. For instance if you are less than satisfied with the fun
aspect – what action could you take to make things better?
Being involved in something you really enjoy is a great ‘agedote’: think of people who
are vibrant, full of life and you can guarantee they have found enjoyment in their lives
be it music, art, writing, sport or nature. There’s a joke about retirement which goes:
‘the trouble with retirement is that you never get a day off! ’ But you do actually need
to take time out to have surprise outings, treats and adventures as a break from routine
You can take small steps in learning to enjoy yourself, one workaholic started by building
in a treat a day, coffee with a friend, a visit to a gallery even that walk on a beach. And
there is plenty of organised fun out there waiting for you to join up with whether it is a
club, a society or one of Active Retirement Ireland’s numerous activities. Libraries and
the internet are good places to start your search.
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FOUR STEPS TO FINDING YOUR DREAMS
Rewirement is about realising your dreams and your shared retirement plan for this new
life stage. But how do you go about imagining what those dreams might be and before
you initiate them, making sure that you have found those that are right for you? It’s a bit
like that song from South Pacific. ‘You gotta have a dream, if you haven’t gotta dream,
how you goin’ to make that dream come true?’
One way is to start thinking about things that really float your boat. Or, as the song
puts it: ‘Talk about things you like to do’. Let’s face it, there is no sense in going against
the grain and spending time doing things you don’t enjoy, for if dreams are going to
work they need to be congruent (in tune) with who you are, your skills, values and
motivation style. This fun four stage exercise is designed to help you find answers.

STEP 1

Find your passion
So think about experiences where you felt most alive and really
in tune with yourself, things that you have done where time really
flew, and things that you really enjoyed and haven’t had the chance
to repeat. They are the things that feel right, that come naturally,
where you are in the zone, peak experiences that really tap into your
strengths and answer your needs. If you are stuck try answering
questions like: if I had a week off work I would spend my time
doing…I am the go to person when friends need help with …I always
dreamed about being a… sometimes looking at things that other
people have done may be an inspiration. Just let your mind drift and
jot down the experiences as they come to you.

STEP 2

What are your strengths and skills?
Now have a look at which of your strengths and skills your preferred
option involved. Too often we tend to think of the things that we
get wrong, our faults or the things that we ought to be doing. You
want to work with your best and chuck out the rest. To add to the
picture or if you have difficulty listing your own strong points, ask a
friend or partner to list a few of the qualities they value about you or
list the things you value about yourself. We are talking about things
like kindness, spontaneity, determination to see things through,
intelligence, ability to empathise, being organised, fair and liberal.
Then get your friend or partner to think up a short story involving
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your passion and strengths. For instance ‘You really love nature, you
are friendly, a natural teacher and good organiser, so why not start
a nature tour business’. This may not sound right, you don’t like the
risk involved in business, so keep amending the story until it feels
good.

STEP 3

What are your wants?
The next step is to compile a wants list. Wants are about the amount
of time and commitment you are prepared to give your project,
how much money you might invest and the basis on which you
want to undertake it. Should it be part time, involve a partner,
be a consultancy, something for social contact, something home
based? How will what you want dovetail with your partner’s ideas,
which plans will involve you both and so on. Your wants will also
be informed by the things that you hate about your job or current
lifestyle. So a want may be that daily travel is out of the question.

STEP 4

Brainstorm or have an ideas party
Make a list of your dreams and check that these fit with your wants
list. This could involve voluntary work, expanding a hobby, starting
a small business, offering a service, consultancy. Like John, who
after a career in insurance turned his passion for painting into a small
business and absorbing hobby. He gives art classes in the garage he
converted, joined the local artists’ group and sells the paintings which
he does on his travels.
What have you done where time went quickly? Why was it so
absorbing? Is there something you have always wanted to do but
never got around to? If you could do that thing, what would it be?
There are people out there who have hit on a fulfilling approach to
this stage of life, something that is not necessarily about filling their
pockets, but about filling their souls. Take the language teachers
from Germany who loved travel and wine. When they retired, they
bought a large camper van had the suspension specially reinforced
and travelled to France and Italy buying wine for private customers.
They were welcomed with opened arms wherever they went and had
an absolute ball.
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Then go through the ideas, look at them through different lenses to
check how many boxes they tick, what really appeals, how good a fit
is the idea with your requirements, skills and values. There are things
that you might do, things that you really can do. Thinking things
through thoroughly at this stage helps to avoid mistakes.
Now you are ready to throw an ideas party tapping into the resources
of friends. It’s surprising how many networks, contacts and helpful
suggestions can be thrown up by a group. As part of the exercise
write down the objections to ideas that will spring readily to mind,
(this is a natural self-protective mechanism), list them separately from
your dreams and use your friends to help you demolish all those
‘buts’ or to find alternative approaches. Or if working with a group
doesn’t suit your personality, at a minimum you need to discuss your
wishes with your spouse, a sibling or a close friend.
Sometimes it may take a while for an idea to develop and you may
amend your list after you are retired. Also once you research or get
started, new opportunities may develop as you go along.
When you have an idea try imagining it in detail, visualize it, imagine
how you would turn it into a film. A good idea is to link each wish to a
picture. Simply cutting pictures out of a magazine or making a simple
drawing will also help. You may want to sort ideas out into those that
you can realistically achieve in a set time frame and go back to the
others later.
Now you have a list of dreams – group the most important of these
into purposeful activity, fun and recreation and personal growth.
Now you have the Rewirement core of your plan. You will need to
add the other elements of Relationships, Health care, Sorting your
stuff, Move or stay put and of course a budget to make it all work.
Here is an example: Seamus and Maureen each had busy careers, he as a product
designer, she as a journalist. They list their passions, strengths and weaknesses, their
wants and dreams. They have an ideas party and get friends to write them each a life
story.
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HIS PASSIONS:
to follow up his interest in
photography, music, travel and
cooking.

HER PASSIONS:
writing, psychology, gardening
travel and cooking
HER STRENGTH AND SKILLS:
telling stories, studying and
creativity

HIS STRENGTH AND SKILLS:
design, visual presentation,
creativity, DIY.
HIS WANTS: less work pressure,
more social contact, to do something
new.
HIS DREAMS:
to find a new creative outlet, to see
new countries, do up their home
and to give something back by
volunteering.
HIS STORY:
‘Seamus you are really ready to do
something new. You are really keen
on photography and you want to
master digital technology and use
your design skills. So why not supply
the pictures to go with Maureen’s
articles then you can market
yourselves as a photo journalism
team. You could use your
design and DIY skills
to do up your home.’

HER WANTS:
part-time work, up-skill, explore
new avenues and some extra
earnings.
HER DREAMS:
Her dreams: continuing
education, write about gardens
and travel, redesign their garden
and to give something back by
volunteering.
HER STORY:
‘Maureen you want to continue
writing, why not try travel and
lifestyle journalism for magazines.
Working with Seamus, having
the opportunity travel and having
pictures to illustrate your stories
would be a triple plus. You could
arrange home exchanges to the
places you want to write about.’

They then discuss their list, thin it down and throw out those that they cannot afford
and decide on their priority joint and individual dreams and wishes. They now have the
Rewirement core of their retirement plan.
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Seamus
and Maureen’s
core

Their joint dreams and wishes
• Create a guest suite and hire out for part of the year
• Do home exchanges to stay in exchange homes overseas
• Invest in photographic equipment and travel together to
write garden and food stories for publication
Their individual dreams and wishes
SEAMUS:

MAUREEN

• Study double bass

• Study life coaching

• Offer expertise at the
local Men’s Shed

• Redesign their garden
• Write a book about
gardens
• Volunteer as life coach at
local community centre

They will later add to this to form their retirement plan as they add items needing
attention. This guide will now lead you through the other items that will need to be added
to their Rewirement core.
BUT these are their dreams and unless they take action, they will just be that. In the last
chapter we will look at the importance of goals and how to make sure that your plan is
realised.
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UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF RETIREMENT
Before you set off on your journey, it is a good idea to understand just why retirement
can have such a psychological impact and also to appreciate how your own personal
GPS is going to serve you. When you want to make changes in your life your mind
is your biggest asset and ally. You can leverage your mind for effective performance;
harnessing it to achieve your goals and to influence your outlook positively. But it can
also work against you, so let’s take a look at what makes you tick.
Our reality is shaped by our perceptions, given that there are one to two million
pieces of information coming at us every second we have to be selective. We develop
strategies for dealing with life, if something works we tend to use this approach
repeatedly, often quite unconsciously and certain triggers can also cause repeating
patterns. Sometimes these are self-limiting, like telling yourself there is no point
trying to get involved in things because you are too old. We often rely on ‘gut instinct’
an emotional judgment about what we should do which Daniel Goleman author of
Emotional Intelligence calls our inner rudder – and since it relies on intuition, it can
sometimes give you unreliable directions.
Some of what we do is triggered by drives which operate subconsciously. Aeons ago
our brains developed strategies to help us survive, two of these drives are particularly
strong: attraction to pleasure – all the rewarding things in life, food, sex, comfort,
company; and avoidance of pain – anything that appears dangerous or threatening. We
aren’t talking sabre-toothed tigers anymore, but modern equivalents like the boss from
hell – which could trigger a flight or fight response.
The other thing that will influence what you do is personality, the enduring traits that make
you who you are. Some traits are down to the genetic hand you were dealt which are
influenced by interaction with the environment. Your genetic make-up accounts for about
40% of personality or nature and the rest is down to environmental factors or nurture
and the interaction between genes and nature. Also your personality affects the way you
experience your environment, for instance a sunny outgoing person is much more likely
to get a positive response in their social encounters than a withdrawn fearful type.
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The three Ws
Some aspects of your social interaction, the areas that help you make sense of how you
fit into the general scheme of things, are particularly sensitive to feeling OK or not OK, in
other words, the pain or pleasure principle. We can sum these up as the three Ws:

Who
•
Where
What

you are in relation to others and being able to feel good about your standing.
you are in terms of having a good idea of the direction your future will take.
choices you have and the feeling that you have control over your destiny.

Who, Where and What are the essential keys to feeling secure about your place in the
world. They are also key to understanding why others as well as ourselves behave the
way they do, why criticism can make you feel not OK, act as a threat and provoke a
defensive response, why financial or emotional insecurity are so stressful and why feeling
trapped in a situation can make people go into flight or fight mode or become dispirited.
And each of these essential ‘W’s can be thrown into question by retirement. Take away
the identity you had in the workplace and WHO, actually, are you? You no longer have
your status as sales director, computer programmer or whatever and you have lost the
social contact of your group of co-workers. Take away the routine and purpose of work
and certainty, then WHERE you are going is much less certain. And WHAT kind of say
are you going to have in your future? Given the loss of all those things that go with a
career, no matter what you felt about the job, it’s no wonder that retirement can bring a
sense of disjuncture.
An important part of this guide is helping you to find answers to the three Ws WHO,
WHERE and WHAT, to give you the feeling that you are going to be the architect of your
own future.
So answer for yourself the key questions
• Who are you really, when you take away your former
work title?
• Where are you going? If you know this you can be the
architect of your own future.
• What do you want to do with the rest of your life?
There are some very compelling reasons for being positive and optimistic about your
new situation: not least that you will live longer, you will be more likely to come up with
solutions and you will certainly have a better time and be more fun to be with. There is
more about this in the section on physical and psychological well-being.
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Ask yourself
•
•
•
•
•

Which idea excites you most?
What would work as a shared activity?
Is voluntary work an option?
Where can you make a start on your plan?
How positive are you?

YOUR SHARED
RETIREMENT PLAN
You will now have honed
down the list of your wishes
for the Rewirement core of
your shared retirement plan.
You may still have a long list
of ideas (shared with your
partner) and you may want to
keep these for later and you
may want to add to the
list as you go along.

REWIREMENT
Purposeful Activity
Fun and recreation
Personal growth
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Here’s what Anne did
CASE STUDY:

ANNE O’BRIEN

‘It’s amazing to see how people come out of their
shells’. Anne O’Brien, Active Retirement Ireland’s
(ARI) Southern Regional Development Officer,
talks enthusiastically about the transformation
that takes place when new members join up with
an Active Retirement Association. ‘They start
going out and doing things they would never
have done before, it’s fascinating to see how
people evolve.’

Anne from Crosshaven, County Cork, is married with three children and two
grandchildren. Her role as one of ARI’s nine Regional Development Officers involves
visiting and co-ordinating 80 Active Retirement Associations in Counties Cork and
Kerry.
Anne has had her own evolution too. A few years ago she retired after ten years
as buyer and manager of an up-market golf boutique, ‘I had had very little time to
socialise with my friends while I was working full-time and after I retired I was a bit lost
for a while’, admits Anne. Then a friend asked her to set up a local Active Retirement
Association and to help out by giving exercise classes to music. ‘I was always
interested in healthy eating and exercise and I used to be a Unislim instructor at one
time.’ Two years later Anne became the chairperson of her branch and trained to
become their physical activity leader (PAL). Next she was asked to take on the job of
Regional Development Officer, ‘It takes up most of my time. It’s voluntary but it is very
rewarding and there is plenty of social contact.’
Part of Anne’s job is to help start up new Associations. ‘The idea is to get people
to help themselves and others and to become more socially and physically active,
everyone has something to contribute’ says Anne. In addition to visiting local
branches, attending regional and national meetings, getting involved in organising
events and trips, Anne’s other duties might involve rolling out the World Safety
Authority’s Mobility Matters programme to different associations or ARI’s intergenerational scheme which might involve gap-year students teaching computer skills
to the older generation. And that’s only part of the story. It just goes to show what can
happen when you are asked to help.
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The thing you are most likely to miss about work is social contact with
people. Employment acts as the glue which holds co-workers together
and when it ceases, those friendships tend to come unstuck. Having
friends and being part of a community – with that feeling of belonging
and being needed – are top ingredients for a contented retirement.
So it makes sense for you to have a support network and to have
emotionally supportive relationships with those nearest and dearest,
whether you are married or single.

WHAT HELPS RELATIONSHIPS WORK
Retirement can put pressure on relations with friends, family and partners. Expectations
can alter so that relationships and roles may need renegotiating. Singles face the
challenge of ensuring that they don’t spend too much time alone in not-so-splendid
isolation and cultivating outside friendships and interests is a good idea whatever your
situation. As American actress Ethel Barrymore joked ‘The best time to make friends is
before you need them’.
For couples, no matter how much they looked forward to having more time together,
they may experience teething problems. Before retirement they each had set routines,
with at least 60 hours a week apart and generally an informal division of labour. After
retirement, identity and roles change with 24/7 interaction (remember that old joke
about having twice the husband and half the pay?) and the unwritten contract between
partners needs to be realigned. Don’t believe Oscar Wilde’s observation that ‘marriage
combines the minimum temptation with the maximum opportunity’. Having more time
allows room for imagination to rekindle romance.
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Do you want the same things?
The bottom line is that you need a plan. But very often unspoken dreams about how the
future is going to look remain just that. It is surprising how many singles have a foggy
vision of the way ahead and how many partners may not have a joint lifestyle plan that
will work for them both. The sexes tend to want different things at this stage in life. One
survey found men want to engage in sport, revive romance with their partner, (who says
men aren’t romantic!), spend more time at home and with grandchildren; while women,
who have often taken the main responsibility of caring for and raising the family, want
time out in the world retraining, starting a business, volunteering and reviving friendships.
The good news is that both men and women want to travel. Spending time discussing
ideas about what you both want from the next stage and exploring plans which will reflect
both your wishes is vital. Witness the cautionary tale where one spouse plans to sail
around the world, forgetting that their other half suffers from chronic sea sickness!
Respect each other’s space
Social life provided by work will need to be replaced. If you are on your own, you may
want to have company on future travel adventures and social occasions. And in the case
of couples constant togetherness brings the risk of getting under each other’s feet and
on nerves. They need to respect each other’s boundaries, allow time together, but also
time apart with friends and separate interests. Good relationships are like strong drink,
they benefit from dilution. Useful ideas include things like non-cooking spouses taking a
cooking course so that they can share the catering or creating a home office or studio in
an attic, spare room or shed.
So what makes relationships work well?
• Having a life and social strategy that takes account of changed social circumstances
and in the case of couples, a joint retirement plan that reflects the needs of both
partners.
• Having a supportive network with friends and family.
• Deciding who does what household chores, renegotiating roles and exchanging
skills.
• Having agreed boundaries about time together, time apart and social opportunities
with others.
• Talking openly about the ongoing process of adjustment to retirement.
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Replacing social contacts
Often only a few workplace friendships tend to last after that farewell party and the
social life that goes with work, from conferences to team building outings, will end.
Beware of the isolation gap – it’s worth devoting some energy to creating new social
opportunities.
• Make time for your existing friends — meet up, do things together and meet their
friends too
• Renegotiate time with family now you have more time to be flexible
• Have an active outgoing life and get involved in things.
• Be wary about being a full-time (unpaid) grandparent/cum child minder.
• Discuss changing roles and expectations with your children.
Good communication is vital
Despite the fact that we spend up to 70% of our waking hours communicating we aren’t
necessarily very good at it, especially active listening and trying to resolve differing
points of view. Loving partners who know each other well assume they know what
their other half is thinking and assumptions can be the mother-of-all muck ups! During
communication:
• 16% is spent reading,
• 35% talking,
• 45% listening and
• when talking 35% is verbal and 65% is body language.
Blocks to communication
Meaningful conversations can get derailed very easily, as we get busy thinking up a
reply and don’t take in what the other person is saying or else put the other person on
the defensive which can quickly lead to an argument.
• Hearing without listening and understanding.
• Your response may block the discussion.
• It’s not just what is being said but the way it is being said.
• Criticising or jumping to conclusions.
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Use CARE when discussing key or contentious issues.

Curious

Draw the person out, tell me more, why did you say that?

Attentive

Use eye contact, face the person, no distractions.

Reflective
Empathetic

Either paraphrase back or reflect back the feeling.
Put yourself in their shoes, rather than jumping in with a ‘me too’
experience.

DEFUSING CONFLICT
Conflict is inevitable in life and can make us tense and anxious but handled well it can be
an opportunity for better understanding. The trick is to choose to respond rather have a
knee jerk reaction, find out what the other person wants, look for options together and
co-operate
• Take turns when talking without interrupting.
• Listen carefully to what the other person says and paraphrase back.
• Empathise without making assumptions.
• Avoid bringing up a list of previous complaints, don’t blame or judge.
• Leave out fighting, name calling and shouting.
• Choose a time to discuss contentious issues carefully.
• Bear in mind, the presenting problem is seldom the real reason for the conflict and
that the only thing that you can change is your response. Usually people want the
same thing. It may require only a small shift to make great progress. Handled well
conflict is an opportunity to strengthen relationships.
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Strategies to try
• Hit the pause button – before you react.
• Try reframing in a positive way, (I’m glad I got woken so early. I can get the project
done).
• The only thing you can change is your own response.
• Choose your moment and if things get heated talk another time.
• Watch out for assumptions or equivalence (if he loved me he would put the bin out).
Use the 4-step approach.
Use ‘I’ rather than ‘you’ which can sound accusatory and will put the other person on
the defensive .
1. Be clear about the problem
2. Identify the behaviour you don’t like
3. How does it make you feel
4.

What you would like to change in order to remedy the situation

SKILLS EXCHANGE
It may be time to change the habits of a married lifetime. Partners tend to divide
responsibility for different areas, for instance he does the grass and looks after the car/s
and she does the cooking or vice-versa. The reality is that unless you can manage a
simultaneous demise, one or other of you is going to be left on your own and three times
out of four that is going to be the woman. It’s time for a skills exchange and also time to
be prepared. Putting your affairs in order, so that each of you has easy access to all the
information you are going to need should the Grim Reaper pay a sudden visit, may seem
like the kind of chore you just don’t want to know about, but having those ‘need-to-know
details’ organised brings peace of mind.
Do the fun questionnaire on the next page to see how well you work as partners.
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GIVE YOUR RELATIONSHIP A CHECK UP
A light-hearted check-up on how you work
as partners

ISSUE

SHOCKING COULD REASONABLE SAINTLY
BE
BETTER

Sharing financial planning
Respect partner’s need for
space
Share cooking/grass mowing
Polite to partner’s friends you
don’t like
Share driving on long trip
Apologise for bad temper!
Show affection/compliment
partner
Go to something partner
enjoys but you don’t
Behaviour to partner different
in public
Remember birthdays/
anniversaries
Let partner decide when you
don’t agree
Sympathise when partner
upset/unwell
Keep sense of humour when
things go wrong

... more overleaf
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WHO DOES WHAT?

YOUR
PARTNER

TOGETHER

JUST
YOU

Pays the bills does tax returns
Balances the budget
Decides where to go on holiday
Chooses the decor and furnishings
Looks after investments
Does the washing/ washing up
Plans our social life
Walks the dog
Chooses where to live
Decides on insurance cover
Who decided to read this guide?

BEREAVEMENT
There’s a lot of advice out there about bereavement, some well-meaning and some
misplaced. Some key points are in the acronym TOWN

Time
Other
Wait
Notes

Of which you need plenty, before patches of blue begin to show through
the grey of grief.
Your other half has shared and taken up part of your life. Now that part is
waiting to be filled and lived in a new way.
Wait at least a year before making any major decisions like selling your home.
Keep notes and files on everything that you have to deal with.
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GROWN UP KIDS
The family is the launch pad for the next generation and whether you shed a tear over
the empty nest or open a bottle of bubbly once the fledglings have finally flown, it’s the
start of a whole new relationship.
• Best advice ever is to keep your door open and your mouth shut.
• Keep the apron strings untied. Treat your offspring with respect.
• Advice is like a second helping: something that is asked for rather than just given.
Allow them to solve their problems on their own.
• Each generation is a different life pattern. Avoid saying, ‘When I was your age’.
• Best to give help when it is needed now, rather than when you are six feet under.
Hand ups are helpful, handouts aren’t. Help with a first car or the deposit on a first
apartment/home are stepping stones to independence.
• Respect their space: just because you are family doesn’t mean that you should call
round unannounced.
• Kids are inclined to think that you should stay at home where you have always been.
You don’t have to!
• Expectations aren’t always great, especially if they are unspoken: good
communication is the key on both sides.
• Grandchildren come along in their own good time. And the great thing about them is
you get to give them back. Don’t become unpaid and unappreciated babysitters.

BOOMERANG KIDS
• If your offspring boomerang back whether due to job or marriage problems,
remember this is their re-launch pad and the situation is temporary. Your home isn’t a
hotel; a few house rules are helpful.
• It is your turf and you set the rules: whether it is about financial contributions, fair
share of housework, or taking turns with cooking.
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COMBATTING LONELINESS
No one likes the L word, with its ‘no one loves you’ connotations. It’s a sneaky state
which can creep up on you disguised as something else: like feeling fed up, bored or
down in the dumps, when really what you lack is vital social stimulation. Whether you
are extrovert or introvert, you still need people to bounce off, to give you a sense of who
you are, albeit to varying degrees. Without that contact, your self-esteem goes down so
that the more lonely you are the less likely you are to remedy your plight. Work provides
a social context and it is vital to find ways to replace that in retirement. Loneliness is also
an inner state, you can be lonely in a crowd or even in a marriage.
Here are some pointers:
• Start with yourself. Be good to yourself. Do something you love doing, something
you have been reserving as a treat or that you have promised yourself. You will: (a)
feel better and (b) interact with other people in a more positive way.
• Try new things like learning to tango or sign up for an activity that involves something
that really interests you, a photography course, bread making or writing.
• Do something for other people, reaching out in a positive way works wonders,
whether it be volunteering, getting involved in your local community, offering
hospitality or simply helping out. You have more time now so why not give it?
• Refresh neglected relationships and build on them.
• Be prepared to spend more time planning social events for yourself: use the internet
to find out what is on, and try new things
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Ask yourself
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• Are there skills it would be useful to
exchange with each other?
• How would you like respect for each other’s
space to work?
• What is your favourite idea for making new
social contacts?

REL

YOUR SHARED
RETIREMENT PLAN
Now your shared plan is
starting to take shape as
you may have added some
relationship items to deal
with and your list is growing
longer.

REWIREMENT
Purposeful Activity
Fun and recreation
Personal growth
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Here’s what Linda did
Opportunities in disguise have a way of sneaking up
on unsuspecting individuals. When Linda Brennan
CASE STUDY:
from Kildare, married with a grown up son and
daughter retired from an absorbing job as a legal
LINDA
assistant in a busy law firm two years ago she enjoyed
BRENNAN
her first six months of freedom from office routine.
But then she found she was bored, especially since
her husband, who is self-employed, continued
working. So when her daughter asked her to make
some cupcakes for a colleague’s birthday at the big
communications firm where she works, Linda, who has always loved baking, was
happy to oblige.
The cakes, decorated with delicious butter cream icing, were a roaring success. Word
got around the company and further afield and before she knew it Linda had a small
enterprise on her hands, with orders for novelty cakes for all manner of occasions ,
children’s birthdays, anniversaries, Christmas and Easter. ‘I really like the creative side
of the work, making a cake like a car or a hat and the work brings me in contact with
lots of people,’ says Linda.
The demand for cakes turned out to be higher in summer. ‘I found that when I wasn’t
busy I really missed our family dog, he died three years ago. He was company and
a great excuse for getting out for a walk,’ says Linda. However she didn’t want be
tied down to another pet or to suffer the heartache of losing one again. Then Linda
discovered that she could foster lost or unwanted dogs until they found a permanent
home, which happened to be mostly during the Winter months. ’It’s a perfect
solution, I can be minding dogs and walking them whatever the weather in Winter and
creating cakes in Summer.’ Other opportunities presented themselves too, a friend
told her about all the classes on offer at the local Resources Centre from painting to
dress making. Now they both go to dancercise classes there once a week and Linda
plans to join a pottery class soon.
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How many of you would put off having your car serviced indefinitely?
Not too many because sooner or later that neglected car will either
need expensive repairs or conk out altogether. Yet, when it comes to
servicing ourselves to avoid the same fate, we are resistant, perhaps
because it is something we think we OUGHT to do rather than
something we really WANT to do.

Looking good and feeling great as you get older isn’t just a matter of good luck and good
genes. It’s a matter of investing a small amount to get an enviable pay out in well-being.
Think about what is in it for you: rewards like vitality, a better figure, protection against ill
health and you are much more likely to be motivated to keep your own engine running
smoothly. Ditto if you can find fun ways to keep positively healthy that you will enjoy.
New knowledge about the way you age shows that there is a great deal you can do to
maintain physical and mental health and the good news is that while you can’t change
your chronological age you can influence your biological age by taking responsibility for
your health.
Ireland is a good place to grow old. Our average life expectancy has increased by
four years since 2000 and is above that of our EU counterparts with over 60% of over
65s reporting very good or good health according to a report on key health trends by
the Department of Health. As a nation we are ageing, and the number of over 65s –
currently 11% of the population – is set to double over the next 30 years. ‘Could do a
lot better’ should be the comment on our latest health report. We are still too fat and
too lazy and according to the latest Healthy Ireland Report, published October 2015, a
shocking 60% of Irish are overweight and only four out of ten men are getting enough
daily exercise, while we spend an average of five hours a day sitting. Perhaps not
surprisingly high blood pressure and back problems are tops as the most commonly
reported health problems.
We are eating more fruit and vegetables, but daily snack foods and booze, with more
than 20% binge drinking at least once a week are likely to be culprits when it comes
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to weight gain. Only 53% said that they cook fresh foods from scratch which suggests
overreliance on processed and fast foods which, with the high fat, sugar and salt content,
are implicated in the obesity epidemic. While respondents in the 10,000 households
surveyed in the study said having more exercise was the lifestyle change they most
wanted to make this doesn’t seem to translate into action. The good news, though, is
that there are fewer smokers and more who want to quit and the smoking rate has fallen
below 20%. Smoking, being obese, skipping breakfast and binge drinking – a more
common pattern in deprived areas – cause more illness and shorter life.
The point is that many diseases and premature deaths related to lifestyle are
preventable if we take responsibility for our well-being with healthier diet
and more exercise.
But there isn’t any room for complacency according to the report ‘many diseases
and premature deaths are strongly related to lifestyle determinants such as smoking,
drinking, exercise (or rather lack of it) and obesity’.
In other words, they are preventable.
There are two myths about ageing that: (a) we are programmed to age and (b) ill health
and incapacity are an inevitable part of the ageing package. While development and
growth to maturity is genetically programmed – the ageing process isn’t and is now
thought to be as a result of an accumulation of random molecular damage, in other
words good old wear and tear, which our cells may be capable of repairing to some
degree.
While proneness to some health problems may be inherited, many other diseases
often associated with older age, are lifestyle related and prevention is to a considerable
extent within our own control. Studies show too, that how you live and eat can have
an influence on whether or not you do develop a disease for which you have a genetic
predisposition.
There really is plenty that you can do to stay positively healthy, especially when it comes
to brain and body fitness. So what can you do to invest in your wellness reserves?
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OPTIMUM DIET
The shelves of bookstores are groaning with cookery and diet books preaching different
versions of eating and living well. A succession of foods has been nailed as baddies
in our diet: fats, carbohydrates, gluten, dairy and sugar, the villain in Jamie Oliver’s
campaign against the sweet stuff. It is all very confusing but the truth is that our modern
diet, with over-refined processed foods with high fat, salt and sugar contents, is a chief
culprit when it comes to being overweight and to conditions such as diabetes and high
blood pressure. The answer lies not in short-term fad diets, but making a lifestyle change
in eating habits. It is about feeling great and stabilising your energy levels.
No one eating plan will suit everybody however here are some basic guidelines.
Take it easy.

Everything in moderation (the occasional pig-out is allowed) –
take smaller helpings (smaller plates will help). Eat slowly.

Go Mediterranean. Make your meal a social occasion – switch off the TV and invite
friends over. Have plenty of olives, olive oil, tomatoes, green
vegetables and cheese.
Above the ground. Vegetables grown below the soil are often high in carbohydrates
use them in moderation and give preference to those grown
above the ground.
Colour.

Try and make sure that your plate is colourful. Fall in love
with fruit and vegetables which are high in anti-oxidants like
blueberries, cranberries, beans, artichokes and nuts like walnuts
and pecans.

Carbohydrates.

Reduce your intake – cut down on refined starches and choose
unrefined carbohydrates such as durum wheat pasta, whole
wheat (or low GI) bread in moderation.

Sugar.

Try and cut it right down.

Eat your greens.

Yes our Mums were right, broccoli, kale, brussel sprouts,
spinach, green beans and cabbage are the healthiest veggies
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Trans-fats.

Hard margarines are the main culprit. Check the labels of
baked goods, snacks, readymade dough and creamers for
hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils.

Water.

Hunger pangs can actually be thirst signals. Drink water
throughout the day and a glass of water before a meal.

Read the labels.

Processed foods have hidden salt, sugar, trans-fats and other
additives. Read the labels, better still cut out processed foods
and use fresh food and prepare your own dishes.

MENTAL FITNESS
The secret fear about aging is that you are going to lose your mind. In the vast majority
of cases, this is needless worry. What tends to happen is that you find your memory
is not quite as good as it once was and that you read this as a sign that you are losing
your marbles. This is not so. Your retrieval of stored memory – like a computer with
overload – becomes less reliable, the information is in there and when people say, ‘It
will come to me in a minute’, they are right.
There are things you can do to keep mentally fit. People like Frank Lloyd Wright
who designed the Guggenheim Museum at 89 and Alexander McCall Smith who
began writing novels in his 60s, are examples of using it and not losing it. There is
mounting evidence of the link between mental stimulation and brain fitness. While
fluid intelligence (reasoning) declines, crystalline intelligence (knowledge) does not.
It was thought that mental capacity was established in childhood and decreased with
age, but it is now known that brain retains its plasticity and can be enriched beyond
middle age. The brain has around 100 billion brain cells or neurons which can form a
network of connections in an infinite number of ways. The networks processing new
information or repeating it, like practising a piece of music – end up the strongest
thanks to a process known as Hebbian learning (where brain cells that fire together
wire together).
Keep your brain connections blooming by doing new challenging things, stimulating
work, learning things like a new language, get involved and interact, play games
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involving logic: crosswords, Bridge, play music. Don’t make a shopping list, use your
memory instead. Memorise things, the plots in books, the main points of the news.
By keeping mentally fit, people have faster reaction times thanks to greater stimulation
of secretions which encourage the growth of brain cells. People who are inactive and
uninvolved are most at risk of age associated mental decline and dementias.

EXERCISE
Exercise maintains muscle tone, benefits brain fitness, raises endorphins (feel-good
chemicals), and oxygenates the brain. Things which involve co-ordination like
dancing, playing games, aqua aerobics help to strengthen the synaptic connections
used to work muscles.
The trick is to make exercise something you WANT to do rather than OUGHT TO
DO. Find something you enjoy doing. Aerobic exercise raises the pulse rate and helps
maintain cardiovascular fitness, 20-30 minute 3-5 times a week is an effective level.
Stretch exercise and strengthening exercises also help.
Moderate exercise such as walking is especially good for the brain since it
increases circulation and the flow of oxygen and also produces endorphins.
Before starting any diet or exercise routine, please first get medical advice.

GET OUT AND ABOUT
Travel really does broaden the mind, so you have a perfectly good
excuse to go slack packing. And there are endless ways to get out
and about from a home environment too, whether it is something as
simple as a walk with friends, joining a class, or going to events. It’s
much easier to do things that you really want to do because they are
fun and sociable, rather than feeling that you HAVE to do them, so
pick ways of exercising that float your boat.
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DO NEW THINGS
Social contact and mental challenge are two of the things that
people miss most after they leave work. Finding ways to replace
these by making new friends and contacts, networking, volunteering
or re-skilling is vital. There are endless things that you can do to
provide stimulation from acquiring a new skill, exploring your creative side or joining
an organisation like ARI (Active Retirement Ireland). You could volunteer at home
with one of the dozens of organizations like Combat Poverty, Concern, Barnardos and
Focus Ireland or overseas through organisations like VSO or Global Volunteers. Often
careers involve left-brained rational analytical stuff, now you have an opportunity to
use the right side of the brain which specialises in creative and intuitive thinking and in
seeing the holistic, big picture .

OPTIMISM

Positive attitude
Research at Yale shows you will live longer and you’ll
certainly be more fun to be around.
The market for anti-ageing products and treatments in
the USA is worth an estimated 57 billion dollars. Having a
positive attitude may be just as effective and it’s free!

How you deal with things in life can be as much about your perception as the actual
event itself. Your mind-set affects the way you perceive the world and how you react
can have a profound effect on the outcome. Unfortunately, about 40% of folk suffer
from depression following retirement, something that could be avoided.
Optimism is an essential ingredient in the recipe for putting old on hold. It is said that
optimists are people who sit on top of the clouds that others labour underneath. It’s
a good analogy, but we are talking about a particular type of optimism here. It’s not
the Pollyanna, rose-tinted spectacles, kind, but a realistic optimism. What underpins
optimists’ positive take on life is the belief that they will handle its slings and arrows
and win through.
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There are some very compelling reasons to be optimistic.
• You will live longer. One major study found that optimistic women lived four years
longer on average than those who were not optimistic.
• Optimism has a protective effect against major health problems such as cancer and
heart attack.
• You are more likely to come up with solutions to problems. Those in a positive
frame of mind find more answers to challenges and are more likely to try them.
• Optimism can be a self-fulfilling prophecy. One study found that students who
were told by teachers that they were top performers achieved better results than
previously and also better results than those who weren’t told that they were
A-class students.

ANTI–DOWN
If you find yourself feeling a bit down getting out and getting some exercise is a
good way to raise endorphin levels. Being with other people is a good antidote too.
If you dread facing the day on an on-going basis and feel that everything is pointless,
it’s time to go and see your GP. Therapies like counselling or Cognitive Behaviour
Therapy (CBT) also help.

HAPPINESS INGREDIENTS
Heard of Gelotology? This sticky sounding name applies to the study of something
that does you an immense amount of good: reducing stress, boosting the immune
system by increasing substances like Gamma interferon and T cells, triggering
endorphins (the feel-good chemicals) and also stimulating your limbic system making
you happier. This sounds just the kind of thing that could make drug companies
and doctors a fortune. But the best thing of all is that it’s fun and it’s free. What is it?
Laughter and you need to enjoy it as often as you can.
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To quote from Dublin-born psychologist Elaine Fox’s book Rainy Brain Sunny Brain.
‘Science has found that genuine changes in happiness only come about
when three things come together: lots of positive emotions and laughter,
being fully engaged in our lives and finding a sense of meaning that is
broader than our day to day lives. Survey after survey has shown that
once a basic level of wealth has been achieved, extra money makes very
little difference to people’s sense of well-being. What does make you
happier is getting involved in something that is meaningful for you.’

A word about Mindfulness: it is simple, free, anyone can do it and it does you good by
countering stress or depression and helping you to live with purpose. Consider that
we only have one life which is the present. If you spend time fretting about what went
wrong yesterday or worrying about what is going to happen tomorrow, then you aren’t
living fully. Mindfulness means being attentive to your awareness of what is happening
now and accepting it in a non-judgmental way. It is about thinking about your thoughts
and tuning in to your inner dialogue, practised like meditation it is also very beneficial.

SPOT THE NEGATIVES
• Over-generalisation. A student fails one subject and despite doing well in
everything else and the fact he can do a repeat, takes this as proof that he is stupid
and worthless.
• Arbitrary inference. You make a conclusion based on insufficient evidence. You are
convinced that the whole day is going to go pear shaped just because you missed
a bus.
• Magnification or minimisation – errors of performance evaluation, a woman thinks
she has ruined her car because she got a small scratch on it.
• Mission impossible. You set yourself impossible standards, things you must do,
known as must-do-bation.
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• Personalisation. You think that everything everyone says is some kind of reaction
to yourself.
• Fantasy ladder. The fantasy ladder is another example of the way we can start with
a minor incident and rapidly turn it into a tragic drama.
Tuning in to your internal dialogue – the things you are telling yourself – and doing a
reality check on what you are saying (is this really true? is this the only way of looking
at things? what about the more positive side of the picture?) is a helpful way to
challenge negative thoughts.

HEALTH CHECKS
It is sensible to have regular checks and tests to pick up preventable conditions.
Blood pressure, blood sugar levels and cholesterol can be done at your local clinic
or pharmacist. Arrange with your doctor for mammograms (women) and prostate
examination (men) and colonoscopies.
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Ask yourself
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• What would work for you as a fun fitness activity?
• What sort of changes would you like to make for
a healthier eating plan?
• What kind of stimulating mental activity would
you choose?
• How recently have you both had a medical
check-up?

REL

YOUR SHARED
RETIREMENT PLAN
Keep adding items for action
to your retirement plan which
is now starting to take on
some form.

REWIREMENT
Purposeful Activity
Fun and recreation
Personal growth
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PUT OLD
ON HOLD

Here’s what John Noel did
For John Noel Cronin involvement is a vital part
of a fulfilling retirement. ‘When you are involved
CASE STUDY:
you are always busy’, says John Noel from Brittas,
Lombardstown, Mallow, County Cork. In fact Noel
JOHN NOEL
was busy with his hobby long before he retired from
CRONIN
his job with the Irish Sugar Company eight years ago.
Vintage and classic cars were his passion and now he
has more time for his membership of the Ford Cortina
Owners Club of Ireland and the Duhallow Vintage
Club. A serious enthusiast, John Noel completely
restored a 1962 Mark One Super Ford Cortina over three years, taking it right down
to the metal. Drives and weekends away with the club bring their own social rewards,
’You get to meet a lot of people and make friends’, says John Noel.
His wife Eileen introduced him to the local Active Retirement Association (ARA)
branch where he became an officer. That was five years ago: now he is Chairman
of the Southern Region which covers Cork with 50 local branches and Kerry with
30, representing around 3,000 members. ‘The idea is to get people doing things for
themselves and to get involved’, says Noel. And they do: each branch organizes its
own activities from computer classes to aqua aerobics and from weekends away to
cruises around the Mediterranean. When Noel left work he made a decision to do
more to keep fit and healthy, he went swimming with Eileen and cut out bread and
sugar and lost weight.
Aside from work in his parish and keeping up with children and grandchildren, John
Noel was behind the start-up of a local branch of ARA in Kilshannig. The group started
with six members, now there are 90 and the aqua aerobics class they organised was so
popular that they are repeating it: just goes to show the power of involvement.
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Making a will is something many of us put off because it reminds us
of death, something we don’t want to think about. But in actual fact
it’s far more about making life easier for your family, friends and
executors who will have an unenviable task dealing with your affairs if
you don’t put them in order. Much better to cope with things like wills
and last wishes when you are in full bloom, rather than leaving these
things to the eleventh hour.

A sensible approach is to have a ‘bible’, a book or file in which all the information on
the whereabouts of your will (usually kept with your solicitor), information about bank
accounts, investments, insurance and last wishes is kept. Making a Living Will so that
you and your family are clear about your wishes in extremis now could be extremely
helpful. Once done this will give you peace of mind and you can get on with living with a
clear conscience! Your nearest and dearest should know where this file is kept. Planning
for eventualities like wills and Living Wills also helps take the sting out of the subject.

YOUR WILL
This is a legal document setting out how you wish the property you own at the
time of your death to be left. The last valid will you make is the one that comes into
effect. Ideally it should be drawn up by a solicitor as even small mistakes can result
in complications. It must be signed in the presence of two witnesses (beneficiaries
under your will shouldn’t be signatories) and executors (preferably two who sort out
the finances), should be nominated. The law requires that spouses or civil partners
are entitled to half your estate and children one third and the family home may
be included in that share. Where partners are divorced or separated they do not
automatically lose their share of the estate, but generally these will be renounced in
separation or divorce agreements.
A surprising number of people die intestate (without a will in place), this is not a
great idea, since it causes delays, headaches for those trying to sort out your affairs;
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your worldly goods may not be distributed as you would wish besides not being tax
efficient. In this situation your estate will pass to your spouse or civil partner or, if there
are children, two-thirds to your spouse and one-third to children or, if you have no
spouse, to your children equally or, if you have neither, to your parents, if no parents,
to siblings. Tax may be an issue and Capital Acquisitions Tax (CAT) or inheritance tax
– while it does not apply to bequests to spouses – may be levied if bequests exceed
the various thresholds. This is a complicated area and it’s best to get advice from your
solicitor or accountant how to be most tax efficient if you have a valuable estate.
The following are guidelines on what should and should not be in your will and will help
you to advise the professional drawing up your will. It is important to keep your last
wishes up to date. Your will should be renewed every few years or when circumstances
change. Ensure that all previous wills are cancelled and the new will is dated and signed
correctly. It is safer to produce a new will rather than making changes to an existing one.
What not to put in your will:
• Do not use your will to settle old grudges.
• Do not put your funeral arrangements in your will as this may not be acted on until
some months after your passing. The same applies to a Living Will.
• Do not add attachments, rather include the items in the will.
• Do not try and describe all your assets. You should only include specific items that
are bequeathed to specific heirs.
• Avoid inflexible instructions. Instructions to sell assets can lead to losses if the
market is low. Leave such decisions to your executor and heirs.
Guidelines for compiling a will:
• It should be structured so as to minimise CAT.
• It should be clear and well thought-out to ensure that it gives effect to your wishes,
preventing headaches for your family.
• Be very specific about items. For example – my son John gets the contents of the
garage. Does that include the car or just the tools and equipment?
• Be specific about investments and policies giving the name and number of the
investments.
• Set up trusts for any minor and other dependents. The latter includes adults
incapable of looking after themselves.
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TRUSTS
A trust is created when a will dictates that certain assets must not be distributed
immediately, but should remain under the control of the trustees for a certain purpose
and a determined period of time. Trusts are used to:
• Provide for a vulnerable or irresponsible spouse.
• Minor dependent children.
• An irresponsible adult.
• Reduction of inheritance.
• Continuation of a business allowing heirs to benefit from the income.
• Provide for the long-term needs of a charity or educational institution.
When including a trust it is important to choose the trustees carefully as they may be
different from the executors of the will.

A LIVING WILL
This will assist your family should a decision need to be made about prolonging your
life unnecessarily. A Living Will is a letter to your doctor and your family, instructing
them not to keep you on life support and not to resuscitate if there is no chance of a
meaningful life.
Have copies signed and witnessed while you are still of sound mind. Have one copy
in your personal file, have one on your file with your doctor and if you are travelling,
have a copy with your passport.
It is important that you discuss the implications of this with your family and that they
are aware of where the signed copy is stored. Do not put these instructions in your
will as this may only be acted upon some months after your passing.

POWER OF ATTORNEY
This is where a trusted party is given signing powers to make decisions on your behalf
should you be overseas or become mentally incapacitated due to illness. After your
death your executors should apply for legal permission to wind up your estate and the
Probate Office will issue a grant of representation allowing them to do so. This may
take a while to issue.
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The guide to your affairs
This is a list of what should be in your ‘bible’ which is an essential
part of your retirement plan:
1.

Covering letter. A letter stating what this file is about. Tell
your loved ones what is in the file and why you are doing it.

2.

Legacy letter. In addition to the above, consider including letters to your loved
ones.

3.

Funeral instructions. All details for you and your spouse so that your family can
carry out your wishes. Avoid putting this in your will as it is difficult to update and
may only be read after your funeral.

4.

Will and estate plans. Copies and information of where the originals are
stored, names and contact details of your Executor and Power of Attorney.
Include a copy of your Living Will.

5.

Your advisors. Names and contact details for your lawyer, financial advisor/s,
tax consultant /accountant.

6.

Religion. Your place of worship. Name and contact details of Priest/Pastor/
Rabbi.

7.

Bank accounts. Details of all bank accounts.

8.

Other cards. For example store cards.

9.

Pension fund/s. Contact details for informing them of changes.

10. Health insurance. Details with contact details to inform them of changes.
11. Doctors. Contact details of all medical practitioners.
12. All insurance policies. Make a list of all policies with complete contact details.
13. Investments. List of them and where documents are stored.
14. Important documents. Copies of passport, birth certificate, property deeds.
Ideally store originals separately.
15. A last letter. Some people like to include a last message to loved ones,
but hopefully not like the parting shot of one old curmudgeon who told his
backsliding relatives exactly what he thought of them!
16. Budget. A written budget or access to your accounting system - your family will
need to know what monthly bills need to be paid.
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17. Tax returns. Where they are stored and details of your tax accountant if you
have one.
18. Passwords and Personal Identification numbers (PIN) numbers. Write
them down and store in a safe place.
Storage. Store your file in a safe place and let your family know where it is. You may
consider a safety deposit box, but make sure that the Power of Attorney allows your
family access. A memory stick is also an option.

WRITE UP YOUR LIFE STORY
Write a short or complete history of your life with photos as your
children may one day want to research the family tree. Annotate
photographs, especially those with people in them so that friends
and family can be identified.

DE-CLUTTERING AND LIFE LAUNDRY
You can’t find something you are looking for – you know you
stored it safely somewhere but where? You seem to suffer a chronic
shortage of storage space; there is never anywhere to put anything.
You open a cupboard to look for something and the contents fall out on your head.
The symptoms are unmistakeable you are suffering from TMS (Too Much Stuff)!
Things that need doing or are untidy can be daily irritants, one way to deal with
them is to have a Life Laundry day once a month or so when you deal with all these
minor annoyances, from filing to mending in one fell swoop. De-cluttering also has a
soothing effect, visually – less really can be more.

Remember to be Ruthless

So here are a few guidelines:

Clothes
• If you haven’t worn it in the last two years, out with it. If you can’t bear to do that,
put the item away and see if you miss it (you won’t) then put it out.
• Don’t keep things for best; enjoy them now while they are still in fashion.
• Sort clothes by colour and co-ordinate, get rid of misfits.
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Memorabilia
• Keep the best of photos for an album or a montage, out with the rest.
• Annotate the photographs that you keep so that others will know who is who.
• Out with oddments you have been hanging onto in case they come in useful.
• More is less where ornaments are concerned; you enjoy favourites more without
the also-rans.
Books
• Are you going to read them again? Have you read them since the first time round?
If not – throw out or donate!
Documents
• A good system is the key so invest in box files, files, filing cabinet, with clear
labelling and a key for contents. Keep your files lean and mean, file and chuck out
regularly.
Garage/attic
• No place for sentiment here: if you haven’t got around to mending that broken
chair for a couple of years you aren’t going to do it.
Hints
• Tackle different areas a bit at a time, it’s an emotional business, even a drawer a
day!
• Get a friend who is not a hoarder to help you with decision making as in sorting
things into different piles like ones labelled ‘keep’, ‘out’ and ‘you can’t be serious’!
• Consider new storage solutions so that everything has its place, carousels, storage
boxes, self-storage firms or shelving systems.
Disposal
• Send good items you don’t want to auction houses. Take other items to charity
shops or a car-boot sale (regularly).
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Ask yourself
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• Is your will up to date?
• What can you do towards de-cluttering?
• What would help you to complete that ‘bible’?

REL

YOUR SHARED
RETIREMENT PLAN
You are continually building
up ideas, wishes and options
and may now have added
some ideas for sorting your
stuff. The list is growing
even longer and you are
perhaps wondering when
you are going to get all
of this done.

REWIREMENT
Purposeful Activity
Fun and recreation
Personal growth
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Here’s what Maureen did
CASE STUDY:

MAUREEN
LYONS

There is no doubt about it: Grannies are very
special people and Grannies who look after
their grandchildren even more so, particularly
to their grandchildren. When her own four sons
and daughter were young Maureen Lyons, from
Marino, Dublin, was a stay at home Mum. Later she
went out to work “I have done everything,” jokes
Maureen.”When the time came seven years ago I was
glad to retire, I like to keep busy in the house and I
am into gardening, sewing and decorating.”

One of her most rewarding occupations, since her daughter Ann Marie moved back
into the area has been helping to look after her grandsons since they were small ,
Connor now aged five and Jack nine (two of her eight grandchildren). With Ann Marie
working three days a week Maureen leaves Connor to school and has the lads with
her after school.”I think I am better with them than I was with my own! Sometimes
they like to have sleepovers at the end of the week and of course they get spoilt!”
When it comes to sewing Maureen can turn her hand to anything, curtains, chair
covers and alterations: “If someone wants something making or altering they come to
me.” Other aspects of her DIY skills extend to redecorating and even doing electrical
work. ”I put in the new light switches, “says Maureen proudly, “My husband always
jokes he buys me the best of tools!”
Maureen did a computer course with her granddaughter Kate during her transition
year at school. Maureen takes a great interest in checking things out on the Internet
and keeping in touch with her family abroad on Facebook. Since her computer
skills have improved the latest gadgets are one of her passions. Doing crosswords
and Sudoku Maureen finds are a great way to keep brain fit, something she is
very conscious of since she goes to Trinity College Dublin to participate in the Neil
Memory Research Unit where part of the aim is to help understand what helps us to
stay sharp as we grow older.
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Are you going to stay put in the familiar comfort of the family
home, opt for the freedom of a lock up and go, choose a reassuring
retirement village or move abroad to enjoy a better climate and
lifestyle? It might be logical to move three times in a lifetime, from
starter home to family home and then to downsize. These days
though, the ups and downs of the property market and the sheer
variety of options once the family are reared and the nine-to-five
routine has ended, have changed the picture.

The choice is up to you, but having a few guidelines for making the right decision for you
can be helpful.
Bear in mind that:
• Moving is stressful and the older you are the more difficult it is to move.
• Retiring and moving simultaneously, especially emigrating isn’t wise; better one step
at a time.
• Better that the move be your choice rather than one imposed by family or a health
crisis.
• Don’t burn your boats; if your move isn’t dependent on the sale of the family home
consider keeping it and perhaps renting it.
• However happy past vacations were, that holiday home may not be so great out of
season.
• If you are thinking of moving to be near to children, consider that they themselves
may move away for career reasons.
• Maintenance on a family home can become a practical and financial burden as you
get older.
• Retirement complexes may have an age and fitness cut-off point – taking out a future
option can be a wise insurance.
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• Snails don’t have to make these decisions as their homes go with them, nor did the
retired couple who lived in a camper van while they toured far and wide before
choosing where to settle. But, if you are trying to decide, writing down the reasons
for your decision helps to clarify things, so does running through the questions in
the insert below.

Whatever you decide, it is essential that you and your partner
are in total agreement.

Points to consider before you decide to move

Yes

No

Is your family an important part of your social and emotional life? If so,
will the move deny sufficient access to them?
Do you value the company of old friends from your neighbourhood
rather than new friends?
Is there disagreement with your partner on the need to move?
Will you seriously miss memories, contacts and history of your current
home?
Is the familiarity of the area where you currently live important?
Are you being pressured to move because other people think that this is
the right thing to do?
Are you managing both physically and financially to maintain your
current property?
Is the move dependent on the sale of your current home, thus
preventing a return if needed?

This is not a qualitative exercise. The intention is to give you an indication of your
motivation or need to move. More ‘yes’s than ‘no’s may mean that you should stay put.
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STAYING PUT
If you are staying put with the advantages of friends and familiarity, useful steps include:
• Carrying out major repairs and maintenance while you can afford to do so.
• Age proofing your home with handles in showers, good security and so on.
• Installing money savers like insulation
• A budget for support services and maintenance.
Strategies for staying
There are options to make staying put more affordable.
• Sharing or dividing the home with your family or others (written agreements are
wise here).
• Creating a flat or a bedsit to rent or for Airbnb.
• Home Equity Release (aka Reverse Mortgage) this gives a loan against your
mortgage-free home which you either pay off or allow to be recovered from your
estate. Get sound legal and financial advice to safeguard your interests.

MOVING
If you are rattling around in a family-size home when there are only the two of you
it may make good sense to downsize. The move can be liberating, freeing you from
maintenance and costly upkeep and hopefully liberating some funds to invest or
enjoy. Whilst it may be too early to make the move, you can definitely leave it too
late as you get older: by mid 70s is advisable. There is also the point that moving as a
couple is easier than when on your own and a smaller place will be easier to manage
solo for whichever of you lives longer.
Bear in mind
• The decision to move should be a joint one.
• Avoid moving when bereaved or under stress.
• The plan to move should be carefully researched and considered rather than on
impulse.
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• Look forward to the change and see it as an adventure.
• The cost of selling and buying plus the fact that smaller homes are often
proportionately dearer.
• The cost of buying and selling. Between Stamp Duty, legal fees, registration and
estate agent fees buying costs can run from around 4% to 9% and sellers costs from
over 1% to over 4% of the sale price of the property. Factor in the cost of preparing
your home for sale, the cost of removal and renovation of the new home.
Your joint moving plan
• Draw up a checklist of both your needs. In retirement you may need extra space
for hobbies, a home office or a workshop. How much garden do you want? Will
friends or family come to stay?
• Draw up a budget. Will the move reduce your living costs?
• If you haven’t sold your home, make the purchase conditional on the sale
(bridging finance is painful).
• If moving to a retirement complex check the company’s financial standing, will you
have sufficient funding to cover the cost of frail care?
• If moving to multi-unit development like a town-house complex or apartments
where there is common ownership of some areas check on the Owners
Management Company’s (OMC) requirements and service charges.
• Get some professional advice.
Buying abroad
France and Spain in particular have been popular destinations. But do a reality check,
try to stay for a while on a temporary basis so that you experience what the place
is really like before you make a move. Investigate the implications of local tax and
inheritance regulations thoroughly. Retaining a base in your own country is wise as
moving back home after a decade or two is a common pattern. Be cautious about
moving to be with children and grandchildren, children may move for career reasons
and grandchildren become teenagers and may no longer have a bond with you.
On the move
• De-clutter well in advance. When choosing a mover get quotes from at least three
firms at least six weeks before the move. Ask for recommendations from friends
and beware of quotes that are significantly lower.
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• Inform your insurer of the move and arrange cover during transit and in your new
home. Pre-arrange for utilities to be disconnected in your old home and connected
in your new one.
• Remember to organise keys.
• Pets are best introduced to your new home after the move or kept in a secure room
with food and water while the move goes on.
• Accept invitations and join local clubs and organisations as soon as possible.
See the move as an adventure and look forward to the event with enthusiasm.

Retirement accommodation
With the number of over 65s set to double over the next 30 years, the number of
options including retirement villages, independent living, nursing homes, homecare
solutions and care centres is growing. If health considerations are likely to be an issue
in future, chose accommodation which has a frail-care centre. The financial standing of
the business and having congenial neighbours are important considerations too.
Nursing or old-age homes with 24-hour care are more likely to be needed by your
parents than you considering today’s longevity. They are costly (going on a cruise can
be cheaper!), but the State’s Fair Deal Scheme provides financial help with nursing
home costs where you make a contribution and the State pays the balance depending
on circumstances. This applies to public, private and voluntary establishments,
assessment has to be made of finances and care needs.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Ensure that the developer or controlling body is financially sound and healthy.
Review documents before you sign them. Get professional advice.
Check the following:
• Make the purchase subject to the sale of your existing property.
• What costs are payable on signature? These must go into a trust account.
• Is the date of first occupation clearly stated?
• Has the unit that you are buying, been built yet?
• How many sales have actually been made?
• Are there facilities not yet built but have been ‘promised’. These may never materialise.
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Ask yourself
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• Is moving home something you both want to do?
• If moving, what is your joint action plan?
• If staying put, how would you like to improve
your home?

REL

YOUR SHARED
RETIREMENT PLAN
Your plan is now getting
some more shape and you
are nearly at the end, but can
you afford it all? So in the
next chapter we talk about
having a joint budget.

REWIREMENT
Purposeful Activity
Fun and recreation
Personal growth
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Here’s what Matt did
CASE STUDY:

MATT
DOWLING

There is never a dull moment for Matt Dowling these
days. Just back from planting Spring bulbs in the local
church with a gardening group, he will be off to sing
at an old folks home with a 15-strong rhythm group
one day, whipping up fresh scones for a women’s
meeting the next and cooking up a light lunch for a
men’s social another.

How did all this come about? When Matt from
Newcastle, County Dublin, retired from his post as
Chef Tutor with CERT/Fáilte Ireland (the hotel and tourism training body) after a 51year career as a chef, he got together with six neighbours and formed RAMS (Retired
Active Men’s Social). The object was to have fun and do something for other people
starting with a weekly social for men and a singing group which brings a repertoire of
old-time favourites to nursing homes and hospitals. Now RAMS has grown. There are
80 members and the group recently celebrated their fifth birthday which was crowned
with a letter from Taoiseach Enda Kenny congratulating RAMS on creating an active
social outlet for older men. ‘It’s good to be acknowledged’, says Matt.
Aside from spending time with his family (Deirdre, his wife of 47 years, their three
children and eight grandchildren) and taking courses in photography, first-aid and
computers, Matt is secretary for RAMS. ‘It takes a lot of time and computer work’, he
laughs. There’s a lot more to the post than just correspondence; such as organizing
outings, planning events for the 1916 Rising commemorations and a carol-singing
session, plus an inter-generational event bringing together some RAMS members and
school children. ‘If you give respect to young people they will give respect to you’,
believes Matt. Amazing how much social fun can stem from an idea for a get-together.
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If ever there was a time to bear in mind Mr Micawber’s observation
it’s when you start living on your retirement income. ‘Annual income
twenty pounds, annual expenditure nineteen pounds, nineteen
shillings and sixpence, result happiness. Annual expenditure twenty
pounds nought and six, result misery.’

Incomes and currency may have changed but the challenge of ensuring that ends meet
is just the same. The first step on the way to making them do so is to know approximately
what your retirement income will be: it may come from several different sources; state
pension, occupational pension scheme (only half of Irish retirees have these), maybe
a personal pension fund, or other assets such as investments or property and maybe
ongoing earnings. Equally important is to know where your money is going (surprising
how much you can spend casually when you are used to a regular salary). You can then
tailor a budget so that you will be able to live within your means.
Making ends meet is a useful expression but what you really want to do is to make sure
that the ends overlap to create savings. Having a financial pillow to cushion you against
extra or unexpected expenses makes sound sense, it’s comforting and can also be used
to have fun! Every financial guide you read will advise you to pay yourself first so that the
money intended for your next nest-egg doesn’t get eaten up by other expenses.
Only you can make your retirement dreams come true but they won’t if
you can’t afford it!
This section is not intended to replace sound financial advice from experts but to help
you manage your budget. Somewhere between five to ten years before you expect to
retire it’s a good idea to check with your financial adviser to see how your financial plan is
shaping up and to tailor it according to your future needs and the kind of retirement you
hope to have. If you aren’t financially-minded now is the time to become familiar with
all those acronyms like PRSA (Personal Retirement Savings Accounts), ARF (Approved
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Retirement Fund) and DIRT (Deposit Interest Retention Tax). It can happen that one half
of a couple looks after finances while the other remains in misplaced blissful ignorance;
this is information that should be shared! As you near retirement it’s time to consider
the most advantageous way to receive your pension taking into account both your future
needs and tax efficiency. For example it may be better from a tax point of view to take
some of your retirement package as pension and 25% (the maximum allowed) as lump
sum since lump sums are tax free below a certain level. It’s a good idea to get expert
advice about this.
It’s unlikely that your income in retirement will equal your annual salary – unless you win
the Lotto– a quarter of over 65s rely only on their state pension and the average weekly
household income for a retired couple is just over €750. But there are plenty of ways to
make sure that you manage your money efficiently and plenty of possibilities to make
extra cash so that those ends really do overlap.

Make sure that you claim your entitlements.

State pensionable age is currently (2015) 66, this will be raised to 67 in 2021 and 68 in
2028. At present the contributory pension is €233 a week for those who qualify (noncontributory is less) but be warned that at some date in the future there are proposals
to base the payment on the number of contributions claimants have made so that if
you only have half the required number of contributions you will get half the pension.
Remember to apply for your state pension four or so months in advance of your
pensionable date.
One of the best birthday presents when you reach 66 is a Free Travel Pass which allows
you to travel gratis on trains, buses, Luas and Dart and also some private buses like the
Air Coach (unfortunately it doesn’t apply to planes!). You can also get a Senior Smart
Pass for Northern Ireland. Sometime soon a change will be implemented where your free
travel will be included in a Public Services Card which will replace the Social Services
Card used to collect social welfare payments. From age 70 the Household Benefits
Package (sounds like a parcel) entitles you to a free TV licence and allowances towards
gas or electricity. Remember you have contributed to these services and you are entitled
to claim them.
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WISE-UP TO BEING TAX WISE
You will have to pay tax if your income is over the exemption limit for
pensioners, alas at the highest rate but it does pay to be older as you
may qualify for extra tax concessions. These may include additional
tax credits, relief for dependent relatives or on nursing-home fees
and in some instances DIRT tax can be reclaimed. Make sure that you get a tax credit
certificate when you retire. Your financial advisor is the best person to help you with tax
efficiency.
VAT is sometimes labelled a stealth tax as you don’t realise how much you are paying.
The 23% standard VAT on items which aren’t exempt or low rated out of already taxed
income certainly makes the amount you are handing back to the Revenue mount up.
Practise savvy shopping, buying second hand or through Gum Tree if appropriate.
Just remind yourself that out of €5 spent on a pint €1.97 goes to the Government, on a
€10 bottle of wine the take is €5.58 and if you are a smoker – you probably soon won’t
be – out of €10 spent on cigarettes the Government’s take after the 2015 October
budget is €8.12.

THE GOOD NEWS
Before you retire you may be concerned that your retirement income is lower than
your final salary.The good news is that you can live on far less. Most retirees can live
comfortably on 65% or more below their former income. Working out innovative ways of
saving can be fun.
To be able to live on less, it is advisable that:
• Your mortgage is paid off and happily 70% of homeowners near pension age have
done this.
• You have got rid of your debts.
• Your children are fully independent.
• You have done any major repairs on your home and introduced energy saving
measures like extra insulation.
• You have a shared budget that is regularly updated.
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WHY THE ENDS DON’T MEET
• Lack of proper planning. If you fail to plan you will plan to fail.
• Starting late. Many people start too late and often do not have clearly defined goals
with a budget to reach them.
• Longevity. Because we are living longer we may have to provide for 20-30 years of
retirement. In some cases, this may be longer than a retiree’s working career.
• Medical costs. These tend to increase as you get older. It is a paradox that as new
treatments are developed so do the costs.
• Fledglings staying on or returning to the nest. Unfortunately, many young people are
unable to find secure well-paid jobs and stay on longer or are obliged to return home.
Having to support children, and even grandchildren, places strain on the budget.

WHAT SHOULD YOUR RETIREMENT STRATEGY
INCLUDE?
• It is never too late to start. Compile a clearly defined SHARED strategy with goals and
a sound budget to achieve these goals. The Pensions Authority website has a helpful
budget planner. www.pensionsauthority.ie
• Live within your means and stick to your joint budget. Forget about the Joneses.
• Consider working longer, starting a second career or having a part-time job.
According to a US study carried out by the Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention people who don’t retire fully have better health. Check on the tax
implications of extra earnings.
• Actively maintain your physical and mental health, investing time in your wellbeing is
worth its weight in gold.
• Have an emergency fund of at least two months income.
• Continue to save. Even in retirement you should be putting money aside.
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CAN YOU BE A MILLIONAIRE?
The book; The millionaire next door by Thomas Stanley and William Danko
investigates how the average person becomes wealthy. It is not about highpowered systems to win on the stock market, but the slow process of reducing your
expenditure and building up savings. Their study on a range of millionaires found that
they had accumulated their wealth through living below their means and not trying to
keep up with the Joneses. People who become wealthy are very careful about using
credit, saving for things before they buy them. They have a budget and carefully
control their expenditure. They live frugal lives, invest wisely and they budget. So
perhaps now is the time to start budgeting!

SOME GUIDELINES FOR YOUR SHARED BUDGET
There are two ways to go about compiling a retirement budget.
Calculate how much you think that you will need in retirement and then have your
investments assessed. Decide on your goals, compile a budget and get professional
advice on how much you will need to invest to achieve them. Irish Life have a pension
calculator that can help you with this.
Or assess how much you will be earning and then budget accordingly.
When preparing a retirement budget, it is often difficult to determine your exact income
before you actually retire. To get around this some financial advisers recommend that
you take your working income, halve it and then see if you could live on this. The reality
is that very few professional people have a budget. Even more concerning is that very
few couples actually compile a joint budget, but retirement planning should be a joint
exercise and the need to compile a retirement budget together is essential.
Changes from your working income
• Reduced income. As well as the drop from salary to pension you may lose some
sources of income support such as mileage and mobile phone allowances.
• Health costs. You will probably want to continue your health insurance payments.
You will also need to budget for items not covered by the scheme or take out
additional top-up cover.
• Decrease in costs. The following elements are going to decrease:
-

Income tax Pay As You Earn (PAYE) will end and Pay Related Social Insurance
(PRSI) does not apply after 66.
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-

Mortgage payments. If you have planned well these should have ended.

-

Job expenses. You will no longer have expenses such as travelling to work and
office wear.

What has your spending pattern been?
It is vital to keep track of how you spend your cash. It is advisable to get a home
accounting system and keep regular track of your expenditure. Gather information on
your expenditure over the years. There are two ways of doing this: the laborious way of
going back into your banking and other records; or compiling accurate records of your
expenditure (you may have done this already) every month.
Categorise your expenditure grouping them as follows:
• Obligatory (you have little choice) – income tax, rates, insurance.
• Savings – this should automatically be deducted (stop or debit order) from your
available income.
• Needs – what you require to live comfortably.
• Periodic costs – annual costs such as car licences and NCT (National Car Test).
• Wants – the nice-to-haves.
Allocate amounts to the various categories. At this stage, you will need to consider
how to reduce your expenditure so as to live below your means. Remember this is how
millionaires are made.
If you can’t balance the budget
• Get rid of your debt.
• Postpone retirement and keep on working, maintaining your earnings to build up
savings.
• Cut out some things like a second car.
• Think of post-retirement work or turn your hobby into an income.
• Investigate ways to reduce energy bills: SEAI (the Sustainable Energy Authority of
Ireland) have grants for energy-saving measures.
• Every little bit counts.
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CASH CREATION
Continuing to use your skills by offering consultancy, freelancing, offering services
like grinds or teaching are obvious ways to bring in income. If you have space to
spare you might consider renting rooms on www.Airbnb.com, also part of the
sharing economy and a hugely popular hospitality site which connects you with
travellers from around the world. This income is taxable. Alternatively the Rent a
Room Scheme is a great way to capitalise on a spare room and the first €12,000 is
tax free. Hobbies can become businesses, with artists offering art classes, gardeners
selling plants, handymen making anything from dolls houses to dog kennels. Upskilling can equip you for earning. Aromatherapy, counselling, language teaching
eg TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language), cheese making are just some
ideas. Offering services like dog walking, childminding or becoming a valet (running
personal errands) for busy people will keep them and your bank balance happy.

MONEY AND RELATIONSHIPS
Funny about money… money matters can cause more rows between couples than
anything else. Perhaps that’s not because of money itself but what it represents,
especially power. Whose money actually is it for a start? Are finances joint finances,
or do they belong more to the person who actually does the earning or has the
superior earning power. Do non-earners feel inhibited about spending the earner’s
money, do couples separate out the responsibility for different areas of spending
(he pays the mortgage – she buys the groceries). On the other hand, do they have a
‘yours, mine and ours’ situation where there is a fund for general expenses and each
have an agreed personal allowance, which seems a fair and reasonable arrangement.
Probably not, and so it is hardly surprising that couples don’t agree about retirement
finances never mind how their retirement should look.
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Each of us has a different attitude to money: savers can end up with spenders;
planners end up with spendthrifts, and worriers can end up with partners who avoid
ever looking at the bottom line. You need to talk about money, especially in retirement
so that you can have a joint plan.
How can you do this without starting world war three?
• Don’t talk about money when there is a row about it looming.
• Talk about money in a general way so that you understand more of his or her
money style
• Share family history, the way money was treated in your family – were you
expected to earn your way through college?
• Choose a peaceful time to talk and abide by conflict resolution rules.
• Share your hopes and plans for the future and use this as a way to discuss the
money.

WORKING ON PENCE TO TAKE CARE OF POUNDS
We tend to overspend when the pain of paying cash is removed. Taking a €20 note
out of your wallet is psychologically much more ‘painful’ than slipping across a credit
card or ‘hiding’ the purchase in an account. The bigger the denomination the more
painful it is. Studies have revealed that on average we spend 12-18% more when using
a credit card. Shopping at the ‘right’ shops to keep up with the Joneses is a no-no!
Measure yourself against your own goals. There seems to be a reverse psychology
about money, if you don’t have money to spare you want to splurge on something, if
you have savings then you won’t want to spend them!
You should meet your financial adviser every year to make sure everything is on track.
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Here are some saving ideas

Remember – experiences not things enrich our lives
And the best things in life – from the magic of spring in the
garden to a majestic mountain walk – are free.
Pensioners discounts. Once you retire you have more time to investigate offers like
pensioners’ day reductions, loyalty schemes and preferential
deals for retirees (The Active Over 50s Show is a place to find
out about these.) Don’t be shy, ask!
Shop around.

When you have to make a bigger purchase or avail of a service,
check around for the best value. This doesn’t mean the cheapest
as quality comes into the equation too. (The Talking money
guide written by Jill Kerby and Karl Deeter and sponsored by
Irish Life has excellent advice about big-ticket items . You can get
a copy at www.irishlife.ie). Check to see if you are getting the
best rates for insurance, banking and mobile phone contracts.

Second hand.

Charity shops and car-boot sales can be great fun and you might
find just the item you are looking for at a fraction of the retail
price. The same goes for websites such as Gum Tree and eBay
where second-hand items are sold on line.

Be frugal.

Small measures can add up, like cooking double the quantity and
freezing half for later or using the car to do a number of messages
rather than just one (this makes sense when you remember that
out of a €83.60 fill for your tank €51.55 goes in tax).

Telephone.

Skype is a brilliant way to save on phone calls especially if you
have family overseas. Computer to computer is free, calls to
land-line or mobile are a fraction of the cost of a phone call.

Sharing.

Join the sharing economy. Home exchanges are a really great
way to holiday, you save on accommodation and you have a
home from home where you can relax and cook. The exchange
may sometimes include the loan of a car and you may become
friends with your exchangers.
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Bartering.

Bartering services (hairdressing in exchange for household
repairs for instance) or goods in your community is a friendly
way to save money.

Homemade.

Making, baking or growing your own may not save a great deal
but it’s fun, you might sell or trade the surplus and what you
produce might even turn into a small business.

Have an accounting
system.

Read your bank statements and check for unnecessary charges,
look at what you spent and re-evaluate what are absolute
necessities and where you can cut back. Keep track of how you
use your cash; you may well be surprised how it trickles away.

Pay yourself first.

Have a debit order to ensure that your savings are deducted
before you can spend them.

Avoid credit.

Pay cash and save for big items or use your credit card and pay
off the full amount every month.

Old fashioned values. When celebrating, how about a meal at home instead of going to
a restaurant.
Go back to student
values.

How about a ‘cook and bring’ where friends bring different
items for a theme – say an Italian dinner or a picnic, where
everyone contributes?

Shopping.

Have a list and try to stick to it. Shop fast, the longer you linger
the more you are likely to spend. Take a basket or smaller trolley.
Look at the price per kilogram. Shop around.

Procrastinate.

Apply the 10-second procrastination rule to avoid impulse
buying. If you can’t decide within 10 seconds that you really
need the item, put it back. Later on you may well discover
that you actually didn’t need it. Wait for 24 hrs before buying
something over €50 (or your own limit). When shopping
for food have a list, and eat before you go to avoid buying
impulse snacks.

Stop doing what you
have always done.
Review membership fees and magazine subscriptions.
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Ask yourself
How is your retirement income shaping up?
What can you do to make ends meet in your budget plan?
What would living on 50% of your income be like?
Where could extra income come from if you need it?

REWIREMENT
Purposeful Activity
Fun and recreation
Personal growth
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Hopefully your list of wishes
and actions has now been
moulded into your shared
retirement plan and it is
backed by a budget. But if
you want your plan to be
realised, then it is important
to set goals which is dealt
with in the next section
on ‘getting there’.
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Here’s what Ray did
‘I never needed a diary when I was working, now
I do, there is always something on!’ Ray O’Haire
CASE STUDY:
always intended joining a group when he retired
from his position as a chief technician in horticulture
RAY O’HAIRE
at University College of Dublin (UCD). Married
with four children and ten grandchildren he lives
in Rathcoole, County Dublin. He joined Retired
Active Men’s Social which is affiliated to ARI (Active
Retirement Ireland), and is now vice-chairman of his
local Newcastle branch. ’I never realised retirement
could be so busy’, says Ray listing activities like singing with RAMS in a rhythm group,
raising funds for charity and organizing outings for RAMS to places of interest like
Coolemore Stud, County Tipperary and Avondale Forest Park, County Wicklow.
Recently Ray took a course on making DVDs. ‘I would never have had the opportunity
without RAMS’, says Ray. This new expertise enabled him to take part in filming the
move of local pupils from their old school to a new one and to record the memories of
older folk in the parish.
Ray still works part-time at UCD and is involved in research to develop peat-free
compost. He enjoys his job, ‘I don’t consider it work it’s like being paid to do your
hobby’. Bird ringing really has been a hobby of Ray’s for years. Birds are caught
and their data is recorded on a leg ring, before they are released (one of his more
challenging projects was to ring swans in his locality). Involving children at St Finian’s
National School in nature is very important to Ray. He has helped the pupils create a
vegetable plot and has set up a nesting-box scheme for them. And he is absolutely
convinced about the difference it makes when retired men get involved and take an
active part in society, ‘There’s no question, it’s helping them’.
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Amazing how much more achievable a plan seems when you put it
down in writing. It helps to refine it down to a single page like the
example shown here and to put it somewhere you can see it! Your ideas
on Rewirement form the core of your shared retirement plan and now
it is the time to add the other elements. You and your partner need to
create your plan together and find ways to make it reflect both your
needs – this can be challenging as men and women often have different
ideas about retirement. If you are single, share your plan with a friend
or mentor. Talking it through may well expose flaws that you haven’t
seen or, better still, open up new ideas. You will have made a long list.
Decide on the most important and keep the rest for later.

Here you can see how Seamus and Maureen have fleshed out the Rewirement core
of their plan adding the things they want to achieve for each leaf of the mandala as set
out in each chapter of the guide to create their one-page retirement blueprint.
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Seamus
and Maureen’s
Retirement
plan

core
Their joint dreams and wishes
• Create a guest suite and hire out for part of the year
• Do home exchanges to stay in exchange homes overseas
• Invest in photographic equipment and travel together to
write garden and food stories for publication
Their individual dreams and wishes
SEAMUS:

MAUREEN

• Study double bass

• Study life coaching

* Offer expertise at the local
Men’s Shed

• Redesign their garden
• Write a book about gardens

* Take a photographic course
* Design and make storage for
their office

• Volunteer as life coach at local
community centre

OTHER ELEMENTS
Relationships
* Check in regularly with each other about how our plan is going.
* Buy a book on conflict resolution.
* Decide to meet up with friends or entertain them regularly.
* Have an open door afternoon for family.
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Move or stay put

Put old on hold
* Arrange regular medical
check-ups.

* Plan to stay put and capitalise
on our home by letting part of it.

* Join local hiking group for
exercise and friendship.

* Carry out alterations and repairs.

* Seamus to swim lengths at
their local swimming pool and
start learning bridge

Making ends meet
* Earning through freelance work
and through letting our guest
suite

* Maureen to go to Pilates and
take a French conversation
class in preparation for next
holiday.

* Plan to budget at half our
retirement expenditure, setting
aside a capital sum for work on
our home and photographic
equipment and saving for
holidays and nest-egg.

Sorting their stuff
* With guests expected, sort
out and reorganise our home
especially storage.
* Make a home office area.
* Bring wills up to date.
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SETTING PRIORITIES
Now is the time to be your own life coach, to put together your wishes, turn them into
goals and motivate yourself to achieve them. You may have quite a long ‘to do’ list,
you can’t do them all at once so you may need to set priorities and also concentrate
on one area at a time. Rather than do the easy things, or the things that you like doing
first, make a list in order of the most important things that need doing and do those
first. That way they actually get done. Recognise that you may set yourself more
things to do than you can manage. If you don’t get to do the less important things, it’s
not a train smash. You can always catch up tomorrow.
Imagine that:
• You have been told you have only a year to live. What would be on your Bucket
List or your priority list of things to do? Ask yourself what you have always wanted
to do, but where something has always stopped you doing it.
• Fairy godmothers really do exist, yours turns up and says that she can wave her
magic wand and grant you three wishes. What would they be?
• You have been left a fortune, say €5 million, what would you do if you didn’t have
to work or have any money worries?
Try the scaling exercise.
Scaling is a simple yardstick which helps you measure how you feel about your overall
satisfaction with your life. Draw a scale of one to ten and think about the time when
you were happiest with your personal achievements. Then think about what you were
actually doing that gave you such satisfaction. Those are the very kind of things that
should be involved in the goals you set for yourself, just as the thing that you were
doing at the lowest point in your life on the scale of one to ten should be avoided.
Similarly the Wheel of Life, where you rate how well or badly you feel about different
aspects of your life from relationships to leisure will help you identify the areas where
it would be helpful to improve your score.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE IN YOUR RETIREMENT PLAN?
There is no one single recipe – after all you are unique! The main thing is what
fires your imagination and gives you an exciting view of all the future possibilities,
something to really aim for. And the next thing is getting there.

GOALS
At this stage your shared retirement plan is just a list of ideas and
dreams and unless you have a plan of action, they are going to
remain just that. If you are going to make them come true then one
of the steps to success is to set written goals, which act as signposts
on your journey guiding you to where you want to be. An interesting survey was
carried out at Yale University USA, Students were asked umpteen questions, and one
of them was whether they had set goals or not. Only 10% had, but they were 90%
more successful than the rest put together, only 3% had written them down and again
that small percentage were 90% more successful that the other 7%. So if you have
never set written goals, perhaps now is the time to do so!
Here is an example of a short term goal.
Goal.

Lose weight before school reunion on 4th October.

Target.

Get waistline to 100cm (suit size) by 15th September.

Actions. Go to gym twice per week. Cut out alcohol. Revise eating plan. Have a
progress chart on the fridge. Put picture on fridge of when you could wear
your suit comfortably.
Here is the same goal but for a longer term.
Goal.

Maintain waistline at a constant size.

Target.

Keep Waistline within 95-100cm.

Actions. Measure waistline once per week. Adopt a change in lifestyle. Convert to
low carbohydrate diet. Have a regular exercise programme. Go for regular
medical check-ups.
A goal is not a vague fanciful wish. It is a statement in writing with a
firm date describing some measureable change, gain or achievement.
It is a way of turning dreams into reality.
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Good goals should be able to withstand the eSMART test.

Economical
Specific
Measurable
Realistic
Time sensitive

Can you afford it?
Is it clear as to what you want to achieve?
Set targets that can be measured easily.
Can you realistically achieve your target?
Deadlines need be realistic.

Some guidelines for goals:
• Make a list. List all the things that you will need to achieve your goals. Each
of your priority goals should have actions required to achieve them, a budget
(particularly for bigger capital items), a deadline and a measureable target. It may
be advisable to divide your goals into short and long term.
• Write them down. The steps that you need to achieve your goals.
• Be flexible. The goal should be in the general direction you want. For shorter
term goals it will be more specific, but longer term goals need to be revised and
upgraded as circumstances change.
• Chunk down. Break a large goal down into manageable chunks. For instance
break the writing of that book up into separate tasks, developing the plot, outlining
the characters, sending a draft treatment to the publisher, writing x number of
words a day.
• Have tangible and intangible goals. Not all goals can be concrete and
measureable. It is also important to have intangible goals for your inner life and
relationships.
• Make sure your goals are in harmony. No use having a goal to spend as much
time on the beach as is possible and to start a business at the same time.
Visualise your goal. Imagine what it will be like to have started on your new life, to
have written that book, to see what the cover will look like; see it on the bookstand
in Easons. Imagine what it will feel like when you have achieved it. Alternatively, how
it will be to fit into those trousers, wear the other clothes that don’t fit, be a size 12
instead of 14 or whatever. Put a picture of yourself on the fridge as you would like to
see yourself. Ask yourself what is the difference that will make the difference? Keep
reminding yourself of the positive benefits that will reward you when you get there.
Set yourself a weekly schedule with daily to-do lists. Try and do something every day,
it is probably best to deal with things a bit at a time!
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WHAT IS STOPPING YOU?
OR CATCH YOUR INNER CRITIC
The frustrating thing about good intentions is that often they don’t get off the drawing
board. Why? It can be quite a challenge to make lasting changes due to our tendency
to self-sabotage. So what can you do to avoid this? A key step is to become aware of
your inner dialogue, that ongoing subconscious conversation you have with yourself.
One of the voices that can get out of line is the inner critic, for instance, when you
have made a minor mistake you might tell yourself ‘Oh no this is all going to go pear
shaped!’ Once you have tuned in to this, you can practise changing the dialogue by:
• Pause Button. Finding your pause button, the point at which you can still stop the
negative spiral. Road rage is a good way to illustrate an emotional arousal pattern.
Developing the ability to spot the upward curve of this kind of reaction, hitting the
pause button and making a conscious choice to respond differently to triggers, can
make a big difference to the outcome.
• Reframing. Looking at things in a different more positive light.
• Doing a reality test. Check whether what you are telling yourself is true and, if
not, readjust the picture accordingly.
• Respond not react. We all have triggers which provoke an emotional response
and the art of self-management involves becoming more aware of what is going
on in our thoughts so that we can choose to respond to events rather than have a
knee-jerk reaction to them.
• Solution focus. Put the emphasis on solution not problem, looking at what works
and when the problem wasn’t present. Look for exceptions to the problem and if
something doesn’t work try something else.
• What do I need to do to get there? Deal with three stages.
1. What do I want,
2. How will I know when I get there and
3. What do I need to do to get there?
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• Bear the 3 Ps in mind.

Positive
Persist

Remember to be positive. Spot and beat the negatives.

Don’t give up if things don’t work out, if you backslide or
make a mistake (mistakes are a learning experience). If something isn’t working
then try something different. (Madness is doing the same thing and expecting
different results).

Procrastination
Deal with it. Recognise what it is you are avoiding,
ask yourself why you are really doing so. It’s not because you haven’t got the
time to write the letter or do the filing, it’s because it seems like too much
hassle. Actually it uses up far more energy pushing aside the thought of what
you ought to be doing and avoiding it than just doing the job. From time to
time reflect on your achievements and adjust as required. Reward yourself if
you have met your targets or even whenever you have made positive progress.
You may get stuck from time to time and if you do try talking to a friend or doing
something you really love for a while. Hitting a patch of the doldrums can often be a
sign that you are subconsciously getting ready for a ‘go for it’ phase.
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Some last words...
‘Festina lente’

is a good old adage, so take it slowly
and don’t rush into things too soon. Take a few months to get
into the swing of your new lives. Getting there is part of the
fun, when you do get there nothing is better than living your
shared dreams.
Perhaps there should be a magic wand enclosed here for
you to wave as you unwrap your very own blueprint for an
exciting new life stage.

Good luck!
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Enjoy the Journey
Marianne & Paul
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The Authors
Paul Britton and Marianne Heron founded The Bridge some five years ago
motivated by a conviction born of their own experiences and those of their
contemporaries that there is a need to prepare people for the major life transition from
full-time career to retirement. They have gained experience and insight into this lifestage through delivering pre-retirement courses in South Africa.
Marianne is a journalist, life coach and author. Her main career has been with the Irish
Independent (Ireland) as a feature writer and latterly as Features Editor. Author of a
number of books, Marianne qualified as a life coach with the South African College
of Applied Psychology and continues to work freelance as a journalist for a number of
South African publications.
Paul originally trained in forestry but his main career has been with South African
National Parks as a strategic planner. He has also worked in the academic field in
Arboriculture and Ecology. After a forced early retirement at 60 he, in spite of having
a thriving consultancy, went into a deep depression after six months (the dreaded
Something Missing Syndrome (SMS). Trying to find the reasons for this postretirement depression not only revealed that information was difficult to find, but that
he was not alone as this is increasingly hitting retirees. Thus, he continued researching
the non-financial aspects of retirement to assist people to make adjustments before
they are swamped by SMS. He joined up with Marianne some five years ago. Paul
continues to work as a strategic planning consultant.
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Sponsored by
IRISH LIFE
Established in 1939, Irish Life is Ireland’s leading life and pension company. Since July
2013 Irish Life has been part of the Great-West Lifeco group of companies, one of the
world’s leading life assurance organisations.
Irish Life is committed to delivering innovative products backed by the highest
standards of customer service and, as part of Great-West Lifeco, has access to
experience and expertise on a global scale, allowing the company to continuously
enhance its leading range of products and services.
Irish Life Assurance plc is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

ACTIVE RETIREMENT IRELAND
Active Retirement Ireland is a voluntary organisation for older people with a national
membership of over 24,500 people and over 550 local associations. The organisation’s
rate of growth has been constant with a growth of 30% in 4 years. Members range in
age from 50 -100+ years and cover a range of socio-economic backgrounds. As an
organisation, ARI believes that all older people are equal and are entitled to be treated
with respect. Older people all have different interests and needs, which ARI aims to
identify and fulfil.
The organisation is run by voluntary committees at local, regional and national level
giving approximately 4200 volunteers.
All the activities are aimed at keeping older people active and well. Active Retirement
Associations are a lifeline for many older people who would otherwise feel isolated
and lonely.
All older people are welcome to join Active Retirement Ireland, to have fun and have
their voices heard, regardless of age, gender, culture or any other grounds.
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